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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

 

Illinois Commerce Commission   ) 

 On its own motion    ) 

       ) Docket 06-0703 

Revision of 83 Ill. Admin. Code Part 280  ) 

 

 

GOVERNMENTAL AND CONSUMER INTERVENORS’ DRAFT ORDER 

 The Citizens Utility Board (―CUB‖), through its attorney, the City of Chicago, 

through its Corporation Counsel, and the People of the State of Illinois, ex rel. Lisa 

Madigan, Attorney General (―AG‖), (hereinafter ―Governmental and Consumer 

Intervenors‖ or ―GCI‖), hereby file their Draft Order position statements in the above-

captioned proceeding. 

 

Section 280.05 Policy 

GCI recommend that a new section be added to Part 280 as prefatory policy 

language that describes the overall intent of Part 280, to provide guidance to Staff, the 

Commission, utilities, and consumers in interpreting the rules.  The recommended 

language is as follows: 

 

The purpose of this rule is to ensure that essential utility 

services are provided to and maintained for the people of 

the State of Illinois, and to establish fair and equitable 

procedures within the scope of this Part, that take into 

account the duty of the utility, customer, applicant and user 

to demonstrate good faith and fair dealing.  The policies 

and procedures outlined in this rule shall take precedence 

over any inconsistent utility tariff, unless the conflicting 

tariff provision has been specifically approved by the 

Commission as a waiver or exemption from this rule, and 

shall be viewed as the minimum standards applicable to 

gas, electric, water and sanitary sewer utilities.  Utilities 

that are subject to these rules shall have the ability to 
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expand or supplement the customer rights provided by 

these provisions as long as those policies are applied in a 

nondiscriminatory manner.   

 

The current version of Part 280 states explicitly the Commission‘s intent to establish ―fair 

and equitable procedures….taking into account the duty of the utility, customer, applicant 

and user to demonstrate good faith and fair dealing.‖  83 Ill. Admin. Code Section 

280.10.  GCI recommend that the Commission add language to clarify that the minimum 

standards of the Part 280 rules prevail over conflicting tariff language and can be 

expanded or supplemented only as long as those policies are applied in a 

nondiscriminatory manner. 

 

Many of the utilities rejected GCI‘s recommendation to add language to Section 

280.05, claiming the language is unnecessary and a potential source of confusion.  See 

ComEd Ex. 3.0 at 3-4: 67-71.  For example, ComEd witness Charles Walls objected to 

the use of the term ―essential‖ in relation to utility service – calling it ―troublesome‖ – 

and testified that this word could be viewed as ―loaded.‖  ComEd Ex. 2.0 at 2: 40-42.  It 

is Mr. Walls‘ response to the use of this term that is troubling, however.  As Ms. 

Alexander testified, ―this is merely a statement that ensures that the importance of this 

rule is made plain and that it governs the provision of services that are widely considered 

―essential.‖  GCI Revised Ex. 5.0 at 8: 164-66.  GCI posit that this statement merely 

reflects the intent and purpose of public utility regulation, as articulated in the Public 

Utilities Act (―PUA‖): 

 

The General Assembly finds that the health, welfare and 

prosperity of all Illinois citizens require the provision of 

adequate, efficient, reliable, environmentally safe and least-

cost public utility services at prices which accurately reflect 

the long-term cost of such services and which are equitable 

to all citizens. 

 

220 ILCS 1-102.  Calling utility service ―essential,‖ considering the General Assembly 

found utility services required for its citizens‘ ―health, welfare and prosperity‖ is hardly 

controversial.  Indeed, posits GCI, Nicor Gas (―Nicor‖) witness Grove agreed that Part 

280 gives ―guidelines to help customers understand what they need to do to maintain 

service with the utility.‖  Tr. at 860:14-16.  In further support, GCI point to Commission 

Staff‘s position, ―[w]e do not believe the word ―essential‖ in the proposed section will 

nullify these directives [regarding disconnection] in the rest of the rule, but rather will 

illustrate the importance that utilities use their power of disconnection wisely.‖  Staff Ex. 

3.0 at 5: 101-103. 

 

 GCI argue that the requirement that the provisions in Part 280 should be 

minimum standards is good public policy and supported by this record.  GCI feel the 

utilities are free to expand the consumer protections, but obviously not to reduce them.  

According to GCI, this allows the utility to retain flexibility to some extent in its 
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implementation of the rules, but in a way that maintains appropriate consumer 

protections.  GCI cite MidAmerican Energy Company (―MidAmerican‖ or ―MEC‖) 

witness Knight, who testified on cross-examination that the company does not assess 

deposits to customers even in situations where the rules allow for it.  June 7, 2011 Tr. at 

529:10-20.  Unlike some other utilities, MidAmerican also makes every attempt to read 

the customers meter at the initiation and termination of service.  Only if the meter is 

inaccessible does MidAmerican base its first or last bill on an estimate.  Id. at 524:20-24.  

MidAmerican also allows the customer to choose whether he wants a quarterly, 

semiannual or annual periodic adjustment, and informs the customer of this option at the 

time the plan is set up.  Id. at 540:8-24.  Each of these operational measures to 

accommodate customer needs is quite desirable, says GCI, and goes beyond the 

minimum consumer protections in the existing Part 280. 

 

GCI‘s recommended language also makes clear that the rules supersede a utility‘s 

tariff where there is a conflict, unless the conflicting tariff provision has been specifically 

approved by the Commission as a waiver or exemption from the rule pursuant to the 

processes established for waivers.  This is an important statement of precedence, for the 

reasons Staff explained.    

 

I think one of the reasons it made it into the draft rule that 

you see before you is that this is an actual accepted concept 

here at the Commission. And what we wanted to do was try 

to craft something that would actually be useful to 

consumers. There's often the question from the consumer 

over which controls.   

 

June 8, 2011 Tr. at 786.   

 

GCI avers that consumers who want to educate themselves about the rules and 

avail themselves of appropriate remedies need access to a single source of governing law 

that is stated in easy-to-understand language and that they can reference with some 

assurance that it is the controlling document.  GCI witness Marcelin-Reme testified that 

―[o]btaining this information has been historically difficult for both the consumers and 

for CUB, partially due to the conflicting information in the utility tariffs and Part 280.‖  

GCI Ex. 2.0 at 5: 117-18.  GCI argues that ensuring that Part 280 controls over 

conflicting provisions in utility tariffs allows customers to feel confident they have access 

to the relevant and binding provisions on which to base a determination regarding their 

utility service.  It also allows customers to examine the controlling law without needing 

to access complicated, difficult-to-read, often inaccessible (without an internet 

connection) tariff sheets – a prospect the average consumer is not likely to attempt. 

 

Nicor objected to GCI‘s recommended policy language, claiming that such 

―precedence‖ language is unnecessary, confusing and vague.  See Nicor Ex. 3.0 at 6: 125-

140.  Nicor Gas argues that the provision is unfair, because it claims that issues may need 

to be re-litigated to determine whether a conflict exists and a waiver is necessary.  Id. at 
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7: 148-162.  GCI respond that this is not a sound reason to reject the policy language 

recommended by Staff and GCI.  If a conflict were to arise, which would necessarily 

involve a case-by-case analysis, GCI state that this policy language makes clear that the 

utility must affirmatively seek a waiver from Part 280.  Ms. Alexander recommends also 

that, once the revised Part 280 is finalized and in effect, any existing waivers from Part 

280 must receive Commission approval to be considered valid.  GCI believe this will 

ensure that all customers and utilities are operating on from the same directives and 

complying with the approved rules.  If a waiver is desired by a utility and found 

warranted by the Commission, then that should be an express the exception to the general 

rules approved in this proceeding, according to GCI. 

 

GCI witness Alexander recommended that the Commission must re-approve any 

existing waivers from Part 280 after the new rules go into effect, to ensure that any such 

waivers are consistent with and needed under the Commission-approved rules and 

policies in Part 280, as revised.  Mr. Lukowicz challenged this notion: ―[i]f the 

Commission has already determined that a tariff provision is acceptable and proper under 

the old rule (either as an explicit waiver or implicitly in approving the tariff) and the new 

rule does not contain new or changed substantive requirements, then there is no reason to 

treat the prior waiver or approval as invalid.‖  Id. at 7: 156-59.  GCI point out that if the 

facts bear out that opinion, it is unlikely that the Commission would not re-approve of the 

existing waiver.  To ensure consistency with the new rule, claims CUB, it makes sense to 

require utilities to affirmatively seek re-affirmation of an existing waiver – hardly an 

overly burdensome task.  GCI assert that the alternative would require consumers to be 

saddled with the burden of searching for relevant utility tariffs and years-old waiver 

orders to determine if particular Part 280 rules were overridden by a tariff or waiver, 

which is contrary to a public policy of having consumer rules of general applicability 

easy to understand, consistent and accessible.  GCI adds that requiring utilities to seek re-

approval of existing waivers would avoid future potential conflict and problems for 

consumers and the Commission, and it would ensure the Commission‘s rules are properly 

and uniformly implemented. 

 

GCI‘s proposed Policy section further makes clear that Part 280 cannot be 

amended except through a formal rulemaking proceeding or, with respect to a particular 

utility, through a petition for waiver or exemption.  Ms. Alexander testified that she does 

not think it is appropriate for a group or all utilities to join together and seek a waiver or 

exemption from the rule, thus avoiding the rulemaking process.  ―A petition for waiver or 

exemption should be designed to respond to a particular utility‘s inability to comply with 

a particular rule requirement or be a specific proposal by a utility to implement an 

alternative approach that will be evaluated and the results reported to the Commission.‖  

GCI Ex. 1.0 at 38: 1013-1017.  GCI conclude that, only in this way will the 

Commission‘s stated objectives, policies and procedures, as approved in the revised Part 

280, be properly upheld. 
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Section 280.10 – Exemptions   

 

 GCI agree with Staff‘s proposed section 280.10 – Exemptions, which Staff 

witnesses Howard and Agnew explained had additional ―limited waiver‖ language, such 

that waivers under Part 280 are consistent with the waiver concept included in Article 

XIII, the Telecommunications provisions of the Public Utilities Act (the ―Act‖ or the 

―PUA‖).  Id. at 5:107-109.  In particular, Staff‘s modification specifies that utilities 

seeking a waiver to a provision of Part 280 must demonstrate that ―the waiver will not 

harm consumers.‖  Id. at 5:109-110.  In the view of Staff and GCI, it is in the public 

interest that the exemption provision in Part 280 mirrors that procedural waiver concept.   

 While GCI support Staff‘s proposal, GCI witness Ms. Alexander recommended 

that Staff‘s proposed section 280.10 be modified slightly, so that utilities document 

annually to the Commission that any exemption to a particular provision of Part 280 

continues to be warranted if its seeks to continue the waiver.  GCI Ex. 5.1 at 4.  Ms. 

Alexander also recommended that the Commission approve exemptions on an annual 

basis, where justified. 

 GCI‘s proposed change is consistent with one of Staff‘s primary goals in 

redrafting Part 280: ―this rule is intended to also help consumers and consumer 

advocates, particularly with their understanding of their rights and responsibilities.‖  Staff 

Ex. 3.0 (Rev.) at 4:83-86.  Ms. Alexander explained: 

That objective is impossible to achieve if customers must 

scour hundreds of pages of hard-to-read utility tariffs that 

they are likely not aware of, or would not know where to 

find, to determine if the Commission‘s rules have been 

overridden by a tariff.  Individual utility tariffs may not be 

consistent with each other or easy to obtain.  Not all 

customers have computers and internet service and none of 

the larger utility companies maintain neighborhood offices 

for access to tariffs.  A major theme of the GCI comments 

is to eliminate any notion that customers can or should be 

made to routinely consult utility tariffs to learn about their 

rights and responsibilities.   

GCI Ex. 5.0 (Rev.) at 8-9:175-185.  While Staff‘s and Ms. Alexander‘s comments were 

made in the context of discussing Part 280 precedence over conflicting utility tariffs 
(Staff Ex. 3.0 (Rev.) at 4:79-81; GCI Ex. 5.0 (Rev.) at 8:168-169), the same rationale 

applies to waivers to the rule, since Part 280 will be the primary resource that customers 

and consumer advocates use.   

 It is not clear where customers or consumer advocates would look to determine 

whether a particular utility has been granted a waiver to a particular provision of Part 

280.  In GCI‘s view, customers and consumer advocates should not have to guess 
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whether a waiver has been granted. Waivers should be granted sparingly, and an annual 

demonstration of continuing need is a common-sense protection that should be adopted.   

 

Section 280.15 Compliance 

 GCI and Low Income Utility Advocacy Project (―LIRC‖) oppose Nicor‘s 

proposed addition of a new section (Section 280.15 Compliance) that would provide all 

utilities ―two (2) years after the effective date of this Part to comply with all Sections that 

require it to modify its existing IT and business processes to come into compliance.‖  

Nicor Ex. 4.0C at 17:372-379; also Pre-Trial Outline at 8.  Staff‘s draft rule does not 

contain a provision that automatically delays the effectiveness or application of the new 

Part 280 rules.  IN GCI‘s view, the virtually unlimited scope of this provision, the 

extraordinary discretion it gives utilities respecting their compliance with Commission 

rules, and the tentative nature of the record information on utilities‘ IT modification 

needs counsel strongly against adoption of Nicor‘s proposed new provision.   

 First, the provision provides an exemption from compliance for every utility, 

regardless of actual or demonstrated need, since all have ―business processes‖ that will 

require modification.  Indeed, that is the central purpose of revising the Part 280 rules – 

to change the ―business processes‖ that customers encounter when dealing with their 

utility on service, billing, payment, and collection matters.  Though Nicor criticizes ―one 

size fits all‖ solutions in other contexts (Nicor Ex. 4.0C at 8:159-162; June 9, 2011 Tr. at 

863), that is precisely what Nicor proposes here.  Nicor‘s proposed section 280.15 allows 

no opportunity for the Commission to use the waiver process to assess a particular 

utility‘s circumstances – e.g., its actual need for delay or the feasibility of interim 

processes that allow compliance while more permanent IT or process modifications are 

put in place.  Further, the proposed section does not require any showing by a utility for 

this virtual blanket exemption from complying with an adopted Commission rule.  

Though some utilities presented cost projections and time-lines (of varying completeness 

and quality) as a basis for delay, interim procedures that could facilitate prompt 

compliance with a revised Part 280 were not addressed.  Interim compliance 

accommodations are extremely important, and they should be a condition of any delay 

granted, whether by rule or waiver request.   

 Second, the proposed section encompasses any ―existing IT and business 

processes‖ and does not limit in any way the broad expanse of potentially delayed 

provisions.  For example, the sworn testimony of Nicor, the proponent of the new 

sections, acknowledges that it ―has developed operational processes and procedures, and 

has created an IT infrastructure to meet its operating needs‖ that respects the current Part 

280.  Nicor has concluded that ―any change to Part 280 will have an impact on the 

Company‘s operations.‖  Nicor Ex. 1.0 at 3:60-62 (emphasis added).  Thus, the proposed 

automatic two year delay before compliance with all sections that require the utility to 

modify any portion of its operations computer programs or business processes would 
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appear to leave few Part 280 revisions that a utility would be required to implement 

immediately.   

 Third, a further delay of two years in the effectiveness of an indeterminately large 

fraction of this revision of the Commission rules that govern nearly all utility interactions 

with their customers cannot be justified.  This proceeding had its genesis years ago in 

various proposals for changes in the Part 280 rules from utilities and utility service 

customers.  The broader effort began in 2005 with a petition filed jointly by the state‘s 

major utilities seeking authority to use additional tools to manage non-payment risk, to 

supplement recently approved credit scoring processes.  That petition was followed by 

additional proceedings initiated by other interested entities to consider other changes to 

Part 280.  See generally Dkt. 05-0237 (utilities petition re risk management); Dkt. 06-

0112 (Commission order re medical certificates); Dkt. 06-0202 (re low-income 

customers); Dkt. 06-0379 (CUB re customer protection and information).   

 At the direction of the Commission, those proceedings were dismissed in favor of 

this rulemaking proceeding to ―overhaul‖ Part 280.  See Order, Dkt. No. 06-0703, Oct 31, 

2006.  The rewrite of this important Part of the Commission‘s rules encompasses those 

related proceedings, which were consolidated into this docket for administrative 

economy.  Such a delay would frustrate the Commission‘s objective in initiating a 

consolidated proceeding for reasons of efficiency.  After a process that has consumed 

more than six years, further delay requires compelling justification.  Evidentiary support 

for such a delay is absent from this record.   

 This protracted proceeding has provided ample opportunity for utilities to prepare 

for revised rules and procedures.  Knowledge of the precise revisions was not necessary 

to begin preparation for revised rules.  See June 7, 2011 Tr. at 527 (re: advance work 

before final rules).  The specific areas of change desired by various parties were disclosed 

in their petitions to the Commission years ago.  Those areas of concern, for utilities and 

customers, have remained largely the same throughout this process.  The workshops in 

this docket began exploring the specific changes sought by parties almost two years ago.   

 The principal reason the utilities give for delaying implementation of new rights 

and procedures are the projected time and cost requirements for changes to utilities‘ 

computerized customer service systems.  It appears that Illinois‘ utilities have not used 

the lead time of this prolonged proceeding to make their systems more modular to 

accommodate foreseeable changes or to begin high-level system redesign.  In addition, 

non-IT processes implicated by the proposals discussed at length in workshops and 

disclosed in proposed rule provisions appear even more static.  For example, Nicor 

appears still to be at the starting line even for putting in place internal communication 

channels to advise and instruct implementation of new Part 280 requirements.  Nicor Ex. 

2.0C at 8:177 (―Nicor Gas also would need to develop the appropriate business processes 

to communicate, both internally and externally, the rule change and how it will be applied 

to customers.‖).   

 The cost and time estimates for projected modifications do not reflect a level of 

certainty that justifies a blanket delay for all utilities for an unknown number of 
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unidentified sections of the revised rule.  Compare Nicor Ex. 4.0C at 15:341-14:356; ALJ 

Cross Ex. 1; ComEd Ex. 2.0 at 33:728-35:77; June 7, 2011 Tr. at 516-517; and MEC Ex. 

2.0 at 48:1087-1102. Some modification may not require incremental costs, but may 

represent a reallocation of existing resources and no additional cost. See, e.g., Jun 9 Tr. at 

872.   

Finally, the utilities‘ cost projections also appear to neglect the offsetting effect of 

any cost savings resulting from revisions of the Part 280 rules.  Utility efforts to identify 

cost barriers to implementation did not encompass efforts that identified for the record 

the opportunities (in IT or business processes) for cost savings or prompt compliance.  

Consequently, the Commission does not have a balanced picture of the tasks and 

opportunities presented by the Part 280 revision. Like GCI, Staff finds the current record 

inadequate to determine – especially on a global basis – what is a reasonable period to 

bring systems into compliance.  Id. at 792-793.  Under these circumstances, and on this 

record, near-universal delay in affording customers the new protections of revised rules 

cannot be justified. The legitimate concerns of utilities about orderly compliance can be – 

and historically have been – met through the individualized relief of waivers granted by 

the Commission for good cause shown.  

 GCI urge the Commission to expedite the relief for customers and utilities in the 

new rules by declining to adopt Nicor‘s proposed Section 280.15 and ordering affected 

utilities with a demonstrable need for delay to seek appropriate relief through a 

Commission waiver pursuant to the Commission‘s rules of procedure (Part 200) and 

Section 280.10 of this part.  The Commission should note especially the concern 

expressed by Staff: ―what we would not want to have happen is for us to set up a scenario 

where the utility might pick and choose only the parts that seem most beneficial to it to 

enact right off the bat while waiting for the clock to run out on the parts that might be 

beneficial to consumers‖. June 8, 2011 Tr. at 791-792.   

 If the Commission nonetheless adopts a blanket delay provision, GCI propose (in 

the alternative) that any delay be conditioned on strict compliance with at least the 

following requirements. 

• All provisions of the revised Part 280 shall be 

implemented immediately where possible, and otherwise as 

quickly as is practicable. 

• Upon good cause shown and compliance with the 

conditions of any waiver for delayed implementation, 

specifically identified provisions of the revised rules, may 

be implemented on a delayed schedule approved by the 

Commission. 

• A utility seeking such a delay must provide a 

particularized identification of those sections of Part 280 

for which a compliance delay is necessary, supported by a 

description of the work that must be done to achieve 
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compliance with each such section, a description how the 

work relates to the requirements of the identified section(s), 

why a delay is necessary, and an aggressive timetable for 

completion of the necessary work.   

• The utility shall also provide a detailed plan for 

completing the compliance work that includes the details of 

interim utility programs designed to achieve maximum 

reasonable compliance while permanent systems 

modifications are being implemented.  

• The utility shall provide regular reports on the utility‘s 

execution of its compliance plan filed on e-Docket as a part 

of this proceeding.   

The reasonableness of these requirements is demonstrated by their similarity to the less 

comprehensive conditions proposed by ComEd.   

Since some of the rule changes might well be able to be 

implemented quickly, I suggest that the Commission 

require implementation of each requirement as quickly as 

reasonably practicable, but in no event later than 24 months 

from the date of the effectiveness of the rules, and that each 

utility post and update a ―checklist‖ on its website so that 

the public can be informed when the utility has brought 

itself into compliance with each requirement of Part 280 as 

rewritten.   

ComEd Ex. 3.0 at 43:959-44:965.    

 In GCI‘s view, an order for immediate effectiveness of all provisions of the 

revised rule, coupled with a clear requirement for interim accommodation processes 

during any delays for modification of utility processes pursuant to appropriate waivers, is 

the best way to assure that the long-awaited policy changes of the revised Part 280 are 

implemented effectively, efficiently, and without undue delay.   

Section 280.20 – Definitions – Definition of “Applicant”   

 GCI recommend that the last sentence of Staff‘s definition of ―Applicant‖ be 

stricken.  The sentence – ―Successful applicants immediately become customers‖ – is 

superfluous and adds nothing to the definition.  MidAmerican Energy Company (―MEC‖) 

supported GCI‘s proposed changes to Staff‘s definition of ―customer.‖  MEC Ex. 2.0 at 

4:66-69; MEC Ex. 2.1 at 4.   

 

Section 280.20 – Definitions – Definition of “Customer”   
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 GCI recommend that Staff‘s definition of ―customer‖ be modified in two respects.  

First, GCI witnesses Alexander and Marcelin-Reme recommended that the definition be 

modified to include persons who seek to transfer service to a new location served by a 

utility within 30 days after discontinuing service at a different location served by the 

same utility.  GCI Ex. 3.0 at 3:66-74; GCI Ex. 2.0 at 3-4:73-77; GCI Ex. 5.1 at 4-5. Staff 

proposes to limit the transfer period to 14 days.  Staff Ex. 2.0 at 13:274-288; Staff Ex. 3.0 

at 8-9:170-192; Staff Ex 3.0 (Rev.), GCI Ex. 5.1 at 7.   

 The longer period would recognize customer confusion, since customers often see 

their actions as a transfer of service and not as a termination/re-application. CI Ex. 3.0 at 

3:66-74; GCI Ex. 2.0 at 3-4:73-77; Attach. A at 4-5.  Also, utilities could continue to treat 

the person as a customer and to ―bring forward all the customer‘s prior payment and 

collection history to the new location, maintaining any pending collection actions that 

may have been initiated at the customer‘s old location.‖  GCI Ex. 3.0 at 3:71-74.   

 The second change GCI recommend to Staff‘s definition of ―customer‖ is to 

include persons seeking reconnection under Section 280.170 - Timely Reconnection of 

Service and Section 280.180 – Reconnection of Former Residential Customers for the 

Heating Season in the definition.  There is no good reason to require such persons to go 

through the application process as though they were new customers.    

 Ms. Marcelin-Reme described an easily manageable process for handling bills in 

such circumstances, in response to Staff questions (GCI Ex. 4.0 at 2:41-43), though it is 

possible that Staff‘s proposed 14-day transfer period might have the same impact on bill 

due dates and billing cycles that Staff claimed GCI‘s proposal would cause.  The same is 

true of Staff‘s second  question – the possibility of two customers at the same address.  

First, the utility‘s billing system should detect that there are two ―customers‖ for the same 

location.  Second, again there is no evidence that Staff‘s 14-day proposal would not raise 

the same problems (if any exist).  MEC supported GCI‘s proposed changes to Staff‘s 

definition of ―customer.‖  MEC Ex. 2.0 at 4:69-70; MEC Ex. 2.1 at 5.   

Section 280.20 – Definitions – Definition of “Delivery Services”   

 

 Without explanation, Staff deleted the definitions of ―delivery services‖ for gas 

and electric utilities in its final proposed rule. Staff Ex. 3.0, GCI Ex. 5.1 at 5. It is 

important that definitions of ―delivery services‖ for gas and electric utilities be included 

in the Revised Part 280 so that only charges related to such services are considered for 

billing and collection -- especially disconnection for collection purposes.  The definition 
should be limited to ‗regulated‘ charges approved by the Commission and continue to 

exclude merchandise or other services not regulated by the Commission or charges for 

competitive supply service by alternative suppliers unless those charges have been 

purchased by the utility pursuant to a Commission-approved Purchase of Receivables 

program.‖ GCI Ex. 5.0 (Rev.) at 9:200-208.  

Section 280.20 – Definitions – Definition of “Occupant” 
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 GCI recommend that the words ―or applicant‖ be added to Staff‘s proposed 

definition of ―occupant.‖  This change is warranted because an applicant can be in the 

process of applying for service.  Part 280 affords ―applicants‖ certain rights.  In addition, 

the rule obliges utilities to follow certain procedures with respect to applicants.  An 

"occupant" is someone without those rights, but an individual getting service without 

either applying for it or is not otherwise a customer.  Thus, ―applicants‖ should not be 

included in the definition of ―occupant.‖   

Section 280.20 – Definitions – Definition of “Past Due”   

 GCI recommend that amounts past due for more than two years be excluded from 

the definition of ―past due.‖  Doing so provides utilities the incentive to identify overdue 

amounts and to collect them more promptly. AIU complained that GCI‘s proposal is not 

fair to other ratepayers and that it denies utilities the ability to collect debt that is more 

than two years old.  AIU Ex. 3.0 at 3:50-61.  GCI‘s recommended change does not affect 

utilities‘ rights to collect older debts through traditional debt collection means, including 

collecting such debts through a collection agency or through small claims court.  GCI‘s 

proposal would only prevent utilities from using debt that is greater than two years old as 

a basis for disconnecting a customer.   

Section 280.20 – Definitions – Definition of “Transfer of Service” 

 

 GCI proposes two changes to Staff‘s definition of ―transfer of service.‖  First, 

customers should maintain that status for 30 days rather than the 14 days recommended 

by Staff.  Second, GCI recommend that the Commission reject Staff‘s suggestion for 

rejection of an application from a person transferring service who has any amount past 

due for more than two days.  Ms. Alexander explained that Staff‘s language is, in effect, a 

denial of service.  GCI Ex. 5.0 (Rev.) at 4:93-94. Staff‘s proposal is inconsistent with 

Staff‘s testimony that  

We believe customers who transfer directly from one location to 

another within the same utility service territory should retain their 

rights under Part 280.  To us, it makes no sense to punish a 

customer for moving by effectively defaulting his or her DPA and 

making the entire amount due right away at the new location.  

Id. at 5:105-109, quoting, Staff Ex. 2.0 at 66-67:1522-1526.  

Section 280.30 Application 

 GCI have proposed the following specific modifications to the Staff draft Section 

280.30: (1) require timely disclosure of deposit criteria and customer options, as well as 

low-income exceptions; (2) require timely disclosure of the permissible forms of 

identification, without unfounded suggestions that certain forms are mandatory; 

(3) clarify that Deferred Payment Arrangements (―DPAs) for customers transferring 

service are not at the utility‘s discretion; and (4) establish a shorter, more reasonable 
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period to establish service.  These changes affect subsections (b), (d), (e), and (j), 

respectively.  GCI also comment on changes proposed by other parties to different 

subsections of this section. 

 Sub-Section (a).  GCI have proposed a slight modification of the language of 

subsection (a) to state the requirement less colloquially.  LIRC supports the GCI 

language, while ComEd, Nicor and state their preference for the Staff‘s provision.  Pre-

Hearing Outline at 19.  However, there does not appear to be substantive disagreement 

that there should be a reasonable process for verifying applicants‘ identities.  May 25 Tr. 

at 216-217.  (The dispute regarding what types of documents would be used in this 

process is addressed in subsection (d) below.)  

 Sub-Section (b).  New applicants often come to an Illinois utility with limited 

familiarity with customers‘ rights and obligations under Illinois rules, the rights and 

obligations of the utility, or the utility‘s practices.  The only way the Commission can 

assure such important information is available to new applicants is through the utility 

responsible for providing service.  See Jun 9 Tr. at 956-957; May 25 Tr. at 304-305.  

Therefore, GCI have emphasized the need for disclosure of information that is important 

to new applicants, in the application process and afterwards.  See, e.g., GCI Ex. 1.0 at 

5:111-5:134.  A particular failing of the proposed rules and current utility practices is that 

applicants are not assured of being informed of their rights and options at a point in time 

where an applicant can meaningfully exercise those rights or options – that is, during the 

application process.  See Jun 8 Tr. at 771-772; May 25 Tr. at 216-219, 243, 305, 335, 

343-344; Jun 9 Tr. at 956-957.   

 GCI have proposed timely disclosure requirements respecting customer deposit 

requirements, the special rights of low-income applicants, and applicants‘ dispute 

resolution rights.  Despite Nicor‘s claim that ―[a]n informed customer is the most 

valuable customer we have,‖ (June 9, 2011 Tr. at 909), some utilities appear to oppose 

providing customers information on their rights and options simply because such 

information could make their interactions less convenient for the utility.  See, e.g., June 9, 

2011 Tr. at 912-913, 950; ComEd Ex. 3.0 at 14:300-305 (―For example, specifically 

mentioning to the customer at the outset of the application process that he or she cannot 

be denied service for refusing to provide his or her social security number may cause 

some customers, who have not previously given any thought to such a decision, to 

consider . . . .‖).   

 These disclosure requirements would ensure applicants will receive important 

information, which may be otherwise unknown to them, that is directly relevant to 

decisions applicants make in applying for service. It is not enough to rely on utility 

discretion or internal utility policies to assure that customers are informed of important 

rights under this Part.  Utility applicants and customers should be fully informed, not 

simply informed as the utility deems necessary.  Though GCI have proposed that similar 

notice be provided as part of the utilities‘ customer information packets, applicants 

require notice at an earlier point in their dealings with the utilities. 
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 Sub-Section (c).  In the eyes of some utilities, Staff‘s proposed rule would 

eliminate the practice of obtaining applicant information from third-parties.  See e.g. 

Nicor Ex. 3.0 at 24:556-558. ComEd and Nicor propose new language that would have 

the effect of transferring debts of its customer of record to ―users‖ (Nicor Ex. 3.0 at 

23:542-586) or residents (ComEd Ex. 3.0 at 8-10:166-221) even though the utility has 

failed to verify third party applications. 

As the current and proposed Part 280 rules confirm, Illinois utilities have a 

contractual relationship with their ―customers.‖  Illinois utilities do not have legal, 

enforceable contracts with ―users,‖ ―residents,‖ ―beneficiaries,‖ or other non-customer 

categories of persons.  (GCI acknowledges that the current rule may have the same 

infirmity, which has not been judicially resolved.)  The lack of clarity respecting how a 

customer can rebut the rule‘s presumption also is problematic.  

 Contrary to Nicor‘s assertion (Nicor Ex. 3.0 at 25:556), the limitations of this sub-

section will not end the process of third party applications -- unless the utilities choose to 

end it.  The language proposed by Staff simply assigns the risk associated with a utility 

decision not to verify a third party application to the utility -- the entity making the 

decision and the one in the best position to manage those risks.    

 Sub-Section (d).  GCI proposes that this sub-section be modified to require 

utilities to timely inform customers of the types of identification that can be used to 

obtain service.  In other respects, GCI support the Staff‘s draft rule.  In particular, GCI 

urges the Commission to reject the proposals of various utilities to allow utilities to 

dictate which forms of identification an applicant may use.  GCI also suggest that the 

Commission annotate the list of acceptable forms of identification to make it consistent 

with federal law restrictions on demands for social security numbers, by noting that such 

data are provided at the applicant‘s option.  See GCI Ex. 5.0 Rev at 11, n. 5, n. 6.   

 From the record, it appears that applicants seeking an essential utility service may 

acquiesce in requests for information because it may be requested in a way that makes it 

appear to be a condition for obtaining an essential utility service and they are unaware 

they have options..  See GCI Ex. 5.0 Rev at 11, n. 5, n. 6.  Without timely disclosure as 

GCI proposes, customers will obtain information on their options only after they have 

completed the application process, past the time when it is relevant and useful.   

 The utilities generally support revisions that restrict customers‘ choice of the 

forms of identification they can use and increase the utility‘s authority to dictate the 

forms of identification each customer must produce.  See Pre-Hearing Outline at 21-27. 

The varied preferences of other utilities make it clear that the information demanded from 

customers is more a matter of utility preference than what is needed to verify identity.  

The comfort and convenience of keeping a utility‘s current practices should not be a 

needless impediment to efficient applications for timely activation of essential utility 

services.   

 Utilities also claim they need to know a customer‘s ―preferred method of contact‖ 

and ―telephone number‖ to comply with anticipated Part 280 notice requirements.  
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Utilities do not need a telephone number to establish service.  If a customer does not have 

a telephone, that should not be a basis for denying service activation.  Similarly, a 

customer desiring electronic communication and providing an e-mail address should not 

be denied service.  May 25, 2011 Tr. at 398.  It appears that for at least one utility this is a 

simple request for usable contact information that easily accommodates applicant 

preferences.  May 25, 2011 Tr. at 398.  It should be the same for all utilities  

 Customers should not be compelled to provide information merely because it is 

most convenient for the utility if the customer can provide functional equivalents that 

serve the proper purpose.  Utilities are free to request desired additional information, 

provided that applicants are informed of available alternative approaches and that service 

activation is not conditioned on acquiescence. The utilities‘ arguments ignore that a 

widespread practice of demanding the most trusted pieces of identification for every 

transaction may itself facilitate the kind of identity theft they claim to desire to protect.   

 Sub-Section (e).  GCI recommends that Staff's proposal be modified such that the 

availability of a payment plan to retire an applicant‘s past due debt is not at the utility's 

discretion.  An applicant is trying to obtain an essential utility service.  The rule (as 

proposed by GCI) would require that the applicant either pay any past due debt in full and 

enter a payment plan for any required deposit OR pay the deposit in full and enter a 

payment plan to retire the past due debt.  Either option provides the utility with a way to 

recover a debt that would otherwise likely be unrecoverable, and some assurance of 

future payment, through an up-front payment of either full payment of the debt or a full 

deposit.  May 25, 2011 Tr. at 336-341.   

 Sub-Sections (g), (i), and (k).  IAWC proposes to modify sub-section (g) to allow 

utilities not to provide applicants the contact information for the Commission‘s 

Consumer Services Division for possible informal complaints.  MEC opposes the 

requirement that utilities notify an applicant of the reasons for denial of his application 

(sub-section (i)).  IAWC proposes to delete the requirement for utility collection of 

certain basis information that would assist an evaluation of the effectiveness of the 

revised application provisions.  See Pre-Hearing Outline at 28-29, 32.  These proposals 

should not be given serious consideration.   

 Sub-Section (j).  After reviewing the activation schedules of utilities in other 

states and taking account of the nature of the services being sought in applications to 

utilities, GCI proposed to modify Staff's proposal so that electric, water, and sewer 

utilities have three days activate service for a successful applicant.  See, e.g., GCI Ex. 5.0 

at 14-15.  Gas utilities would have up to five days after an application has been approved.  

LIRC supports GCI‘s proposed service activation time line.  

 Nicor Gas supports Staff's proposal and opposes proposals to shorten Staff‘s time 

lines for service activation.  Nicor Gas Ex. 3.0 at 23:507-27.  ComEd argues that the 

service activation requirement in sub-section (j)(1) should be three business days, instead 

of four calendar days.  ComEd 3.0 at 11-12:241-258.  ComEd also asks that the trigger 

for a credit for late activation in (j)(4) should be two business days instead of two 
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calendar days.  ComEd 3.0 at 13:277-280.  PGL/NS also oppose GCI‘s and AARP‘s 

proposal to accelerate the time line for service activation.  NS-PGL Ex. 2.0 at 8:164-165. 

 ComEd‘s principal concern appears to be that the activation period match its 

current headcount and personnel scheduling policies.  See May 25, 2011 Tr. at 400.  For 

customers, the reasonableness of any delay before service is activated does not depend on 

a utility‘s decisions respecting employee staffing and preferred work schedules.  The 

utility should operate to meet demands for service activation; customer service.  

Customer should not be watered down to match current utility resources and management 

policies.   

 GCI‘s proposed modification clarifying the meaning of sub-section (j)(7) (the 

temporary emergency exception to activation periods) apparently is not controversial, and 

it should be approved.  Staff and utilities testifying about the meaning of this temporary 

exception agree with GCI that this provision applies only in emergency circumstances 

beyond the utility‘s control.  Further, it appears no party disputes that the provision 

should not excuse delays in establishing service due to predictable high workloads during 

seasonal connection/disconnection periods.  See, e.g., May 25, 2011 Tr. at 242-243, 406.  

Such predictable, recurring spikes in work load cannot serve as ―unforeseen 

circumstances‖ for failing to meet connection deadlines.  ComEd witness Wall also 

agreed with the sensible construction of the provision that requires more than simple 

notification to the Staff that a utility does not plan to adhere to the activation time line.   

Q. So the default, if there is a disagreement, is that unless 

you gain the concurrence of staff, this would not be an 

exception? 

A. That is correct.   

Id. 

Section 280.40 Deposits: 

Under the current rule, customers are exempt from deposit requirements for late 

payments if they have had service for longer than 24 months.  83 Ill. Admin Code Part 

280.60(a).  GCI believe this protection for customers with long-standing successful utility 

tenure should remain unchanged.  The proposed rule, which Staff and several utilities 

support, would allow a utility to charge a deposit to any customer who has paid late four 

times and who also has an undisputed past due balance that has remained unpaid for over 

30 days – even if that customer has paid on time and in full for two consecutive years.  

Under Staff‘s proposed rule, customers who might have paid late – but who do ultimately 

pay their bills – would not be protected from the possibility of surprise deposits if they 

fail to pay just one month.  GCI believe the existing protection for customer with 24 

months of utility service should be retained, and the only appropriate exception to this, 

which is provided for in the existing rule, should be for tampering.  Additionally, GCI 

recommend that the rule require the utility to orally inform customers of certain aspects 

of the deposit requirement and provide the right to receive this information in writing 
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upon request.  To this end, GCI recommend that the Commission adopt either its 

recommended language or a provision in the Ohio Administrative Code, which provide 

for customers to be informed of the basis for their deposit and understand their rights 

once a deposit is levied against them as a condition of service. 

 

GCI recommend that the provision in the current rule that exempts utility 

customers that have had service for more than 24 months from being charged a deposit 

(except in the case of tampering) be added back to Staff‘s proposed rule as section 

280.40(e)(C).  Maintaining this protection is important, says GCI, because customers 

who have successfully retained utility service for twenty-four consecutive months have 

demonstrated that they are not a credit risk.  GCI posit that a customer who pays late is 

not necessarily a risk to the utility for nonpayment, and paying late is often a chronic fact 

of life for many low income and working poor customers.  GCI Ex. 5.0 at 18:396-99.  In 

fact, avers GCI, many customers who have to choose between paying the electric or gas 

bill and buying needed medications or other household necessities must show proof of a 

pending disconnection notice or other evidence of crisis in order to trigger financial 

assistance and bill payment aid.  Id. at 18:399-403.  The ability to change the customer‘s 

billing date is not a reasonable solution to this concern because many customers with 

erratic income, seasonal income, or simply insufficient income cannot pay a utility bill 

that varies dramatically by season on a regular and in full basis, according to GCI.  Id. at 

18:403-406.  Furthermore, GCI argue that the utility is already reimbursed for late 

payment in the form of a late payment charge, and a utility‘s cash working capital 

requests in rate cases account for revenue collection lags.  Id. at 18:406-408.  GCI believe 

that customers who have paid their bills and maintained utility service for 24 months 

should be protected from the burdensome imposition of a deposit unless tampering has 

been demonstrated.  

 

The addition to the proposed rule of 280.40(e)(B), which requires the customer‘s 

account to have an undisputed past due balance unpaid for over 30 days before a deposit 

can be assessed, does not alleviate GCI‘s concerns that the proposed language will add a 

deposit to what could be an already unaffordable bill for individuals earning lower or 

fixed incomes.  GCI argues that this additional burden will likely adversely impact that 

customer‘s ability to pay the bill – not make it more likely.  This is especially true in light 

of the current economic recession.  According to GCI, the proposed rule will simply cast 

too wide a net and impose a hardship on customers already struggling, but succeeding in 

large part, to pay their bills.  Ms. Alexander provided testimony that showed that 

eliminating the exemption for customers of more than 24-months would increase the 

number of residential customers who would be required to pay a deposit.  GCI Ex. 3.0 at 

10:229-232.  Although the analysis she presented did not account for the additional 

requirement in the proposed rule that customers have an unpaid overdue balance, GCI 

aver that  the utilities have not provided data to show that eliminating the 24-month 

exemption would not increase the number of deposits charged.  GCI conclude that, due to 

the adverse impact deposits have for some customers, the additional burden of a deposit 

may trigger nonpayment, disconnection and loss of essential utility service.  Id. at 

10:232-234. 
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With regard to notifying customers of the imposition of a deposit, Staff 

incorporated clear language into the Proposed Rule to require notification from the utility 

of how customers can avoid a deposit (i.e. the customer has the option of entering a DPA 

or avoiding a deposit altogether if the customer qualifies as low income).  GCI support 

these disclosures and believe them to be crucial information for a customer being 

threatened with a deposit that may create significant hardship for some customers.  

However, the benefit of the disclosures are lost, says GCI, if the notification process does 

not occur prior to the assessment of the deposit.  The provisions in Section 280.40 which 

allow a customer to avoid payment are only effective 1) if there is language that prevents 

the utility from assessing a deposit prior to the issuance of the deposit notice and 2) if the 

deposit notice explains that the customer has the option of entering into a deferred 

payment arrangement or paying deposit.  GCI argue that not including these requirements 

would deprive these customers of their rights before they knew the right was available to 

them in the first place and would therefore prevent them from exercising their rights.  

Staff agrees with GCI on this point: 

 

Deposits can prove quite costly to consumers, often 

unexpectedly, and with the threat of lost service if not paid.  

We agree with GCI witness Alexander that deposit 

requirements and disclosures simply must be done in 

writing (GCI Exhibit 1.0, Page 6, Lines 141-142), and, we 

believe, in accordance with the requirements of the 

subsection 280.40 b).   

 

Staff Ex. 2.0 at 30:683-686.  GCI claims that another important disclosure informs the 

customer of the payment requirements and schedule so that the customer does not think 

they must pay the deposit in full to maintain service, which they may not be able to afford 

to do.  GCI aver that this information will allow the customer to determine how they may 

maintain service in good standing.  GCI therefore propose that these crucial disclosures, 

the result of which could allow a customer to avoid a deposit they cannot afford, should 

be made orally by the utility representative at the time the customer is informed of the 

required deposit.  Additionally, GCI proposes that the utility be required to provide 

written disclosures at the customer‘s request within 5 days of that request. 

 

 Staff, ComEd and Nicor oppose GCI‘s recommendation to provide these oral and 

written disclosures to customers who are required to pay a deposit as a condition of 

service.  In response, as an alternative recommendation, Ms. Alexander proposed the 

Commission adopt a substantially similar provision in the Ohio Administrative Code 

regarding Applicant and/or Customer Rights.  GCI Revised Ex. 5.0 at 16-17: 357:379.  

This Ohio regulation reflects Ms. Alexander‘s basic recommendation that the rule should 

require the utility to orally inform customer of certain aspects of the deposit requirement 

and provide the right to receive this information in writing upon request.  The Ohio 

regulation is as follows: 

 

I. Ohio Administrative Code 4901:1-17-08 Applicant and/or customer rights. 
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(C) If a utility company requires a cash deposit to establish 

or reestablish service and the applicant/customer expresses 

dissatisfaction with the utility company‘s decision, the 

utility company shall inform the applicant/customer of the 

following: 

(1) The reason(s) for its decision. 

(2) How to contest the utility company‘s decision and show 

creditworthiness. 

(3) The right to have the utility company‘s decision 

reviewed by an appropriate utility company supervisor. 

(4) The right to have the utility company‘s decision 

reviewed by the commission staff, and provide the 

applicant/customer the toll-free and TTY numbers, address, 

and the website address of the public utilities commission 

of Ohio as stated below: 

―If you wish to contest the decision for a security deposit, 

you may call the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio for 

assistance at 1-800-686-7826 (toll free) or for TTY at 1-

800-686-1570 (toll free) from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 

weekdays, or at www.PUCO.ohio.gov.‖ 

(D) Upon request, each utility company shall send the 

information required by paragraph (C) of this rule to the 

applicant/customer, in writing, within five business days of 

the request. 

The phone number and web address would need to change to be included in the Illinois 

Administrative Code, but GCI conclude that this language is straightforward, easy-to-

understand and clearly describes the customer‘s rights with respect to contesting a deposit 

and would be an acceptable alternative to the GCI-proposed language in GCI Ex. 5.1. 

 

Staff‘s proposed Deposit section, at Part 280.40(d)(3), also permits utilities to 

examine a utility service applicant‘s credit score before providing service, and if the score 

fails to meet the ―minimum standard of the credit scoring system described in the utility‘s 

tariff,‖ a utility would have the right to require a deposit of up to 1/6
th

 of the estimated 

annual charges.  Staff Ex. 3.0, Attachment A at 14, Part 280.40(d) (3).  GCI oppose the 

use of credit scores and credit information, other than utility bill payment history, as a 

basis for assessing a deposit on applicants for service.  GCI witness Marcelin-Reme 

testified that based on her experience, the most relevant predictor of customer utility bill 

payment is past customer utility billing history.  Ms. Marcelin-Reme, whose professional 

http://www.puco.ohio.gov/
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career includes more than 15 years of consumer advocacy work as a consumer rights 

counselor, organizer, legal assistant and consumer advocacy director, stated that this 

billing history is the primary criteria on which the utility should decide whether a deposit 

is warranted.  She noted that, given the essential nature of utility service, customers in her 

experience tend to pay their utility bills before others, such as credit cards.  GCI Ex. 2.0 

at 7:183-188.  She recommended that Staff‘s proposed credit score provision be removed 

from this section.   

 

GCI witness Alexander concurred on this point.  She noted that there simply is no 

evidence that an applicant‘s credit score based on non-utility credit transactions is an 

indication of risk of nonpayment for utility bills.  Many consumers will make significant 

sacrifices to make regular utility payments and forego other essential expenditures on 

medications, car payments, and other consumer goods in order to maintain essential 

utility services.  A deposit is a barrier to obtaining essential utility services and should 

only be imposed when there is clear evidence that the applicant has incurred a prior bad 

debt for utility, service, been disconnected for nonpayment of utility service, or has 

otherwise violated utility regulations about tampering or theft of service.  GCI Ex. 5.0 

(Rev.) at 19:419-434.  The challenge of scraping together the equivalent cost of two 

months‘ worth of utility service for a deposit as a result of low credit scores, as Staff‘s 

proposed rule would require, is an obstacle for many if not most applicants – not only 

those who officially qualify for low-income assistance programs, GCI points out.  

Creating an exemption for LIHEAP-qualifying customers from this credit-check practice 

simply does not go far enough in removing the financial obstacles to obtaining utility 

service.  

 

GCI also notes that it is concerned that the utilities‘ implementation of the current 

rule‘s requirement that low income applicants be exempt from imposing a deposit based 

on a credit score is not routinely and properly being implemented by utilities since there 

is little or no publicly available data to document the utility‘s practices in this regard and 

ensure that a uniform approach is taken to apply this important customer protection.  This 

lack of data, and the likelihood that customers who currently qualify for the exemption 

from credit score review may nevertheless be assessed a deposit by utilities, bolsters 

GCI‘s argument that no credit score data should be used to impose deposit requirements 

for any applicants.    

 

While Ameren witness Laurie Karman argues that the use of credit scores enabled 

the Company to apply more than $3 million in collected deposits to uncollectible 

expense, missing from this analysis, however, was a quantification of what portion of this 

deposit dollar amount came as a result of credit scoring, as opposed to other Part 280 

deposit criteria.  June 7, 2011 tr. at 473.  Likewise missing from this analysis is the other 

side of the coin:  an assessment of the number of applicants who were unable to obtain 

utility service or forced to forego other essentials, such as prescription medications, due 

to the credit score-triggered deposit requirement.  Moreover, because utilities now have 

the ability to recover uncollectible expense through a rider on monthly bills, the utility‘s 

assertion that the credit check is needed to maintain utility revenues is not persuasive.  
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While GCI appreciates utility efforts to minimize uncollectible expense, those efforts 

must be balanced with the need to make essential utility service available and affordable.  

Enabling utility demands for deposits based on credit scores adds yet another obstacle to 

payment-challenged customers obtaining and maintaining utility service. 

 

Finally, other states do not permit utility demands for deposits based on customer 

credit scores.  New Hampshire, for example, limits a utility‘s ability to obtain a deposit 

from an applicant to those circumstances when (1) the applicant has an undisputed 

overdue balance; (2) when a utility has obtained a judgment against the individual; (3) the 

utility has disconnected the customer‘s service previously; or (4) the applicant is unable 

to provide satisfactory evidence that he or she intends to remain at the location for a 

period of 12 months.  N. H. Code Admin. PUC 1203.03(a).  No mention of the use of 

credit scores is contained in the provision.  For all of these reasons, GCI urges the 

Commission to reject Staff‘s proposal to permit utilities to assess deposits based on 

consumer credit scores. 

 

Section 285.50 Billing 

 GCI support Staff‘s proposals in 280.50, and made additional proposals regarding 

280.50(c), 280.50(c)(1)(I), and 280.50(d)(3).  GCI support Staff‘s original proposed 

language in section 280.50(f), which requires details on the origins of transferred 

balances which appear on customers‘ current bill statements.  

 

280.50(c) 

GCI agreed with Staff that this subsection should not be eliminated, and averred 

that 285.50(c) Bill Content should make it clear that the section applies to both paper and 

electronic bills.  GCI recommended the addition of language which clarifies that section 

is applicable to all bills, ―regardless of bill delivery method.‖  GCI Ex. 2.0 at 9:224-226, 

GCI Ex. 5.1 285.50(c).  GCI proposed this change to ensure that all customers receive the 

same protections under the rule.  No party contested GCI‘s proposal to add the language 

―regardless of bill delivery method‖ to 280.50(c) to clarify that the rule is applicable to 

both paper and electronic bills.   

280.50(c)(1)(I) 

GCI recommended that the rule include a requirement that utilities provide a 

graphical representation of customers‘ 12-month historical usage on their bills.  GCI Ex. 

2.0 9-10:228-243, GCI Ex. 5.1 285.50(c)(1)(I).  GCI stated customers rely on this 

information for tracking their usage to become more energy efficient, which assists with 

energy conservation.  Id. at 9:231-232.  Historical usage data also affords customers a 

comparison when their bill seems particularly high or low.  Id. at 9:233.  Because of 
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estimated bills and cancel-rebills, GCI stated this chart show customers past usage rather 

than the dollar-amounts previously billed.  Id. at 9:233-10:241.   

 In response to Nicor‘s concerns, GCI stated that they considered whether 

providing historical usage could be burdensome on utilities, and recommended that to 

lessen any burden the utilities may have flexibility in determining the type of graphical 

representation of historical usage to use.  GCI Ex. 5.0 (Rev.) at 19:439-445.  GCI averred 

its recommendation to provide historical usage is no more an attempt to micro-manage 

than any other section of the rule.  GCI maintained that the utilities did not provide 

testimony that any of the disclosures required by the 280.50 would be difficult or costly.  

Id. at 440-441.  GCI argued that historical usage is a valuable tool for consumers, and 

utilities should be required to provide it. 

280.50(d)(4) 

GCI recommended that utilities should be required to offer customers electronic 

billing, though important notices such as disconnection notices should be provided in 

paper form and sent by mail.  GCI responded to MCPU‘s concerns by noting that many 

other utilities already offer electronic billing as a choice to customers even though not 

currently required under the rules.  GCI Ex. 2.0 at 220-22.  GCI contends that more and 

more correspondence is occurring via electronic means, and electronic bill delivery is 

efficient for both the customer and the utility.   

While they support requiring utilities to offer electronic billing, GCI averred that 

the utility must receive the customer‘s permission to begin electronic billing, and also 

stated that the utility must have written confirmation of that choice.  GCI Ex. 2.0 at 

9:222-226.  GCI clarified that this confirmation may be in writing or as an electronic 

confirmation.  May 25, 2011 tr. at 248:10-19, 677:8-17.  GCI supported Ameren‘s 

suggested remedy of adding ―which may include written electronic acceptance‖ to the 

subsection for clarification.  Ameren Ex. 3.0 at 7:140-141.    

280.50(f) 

GCI supported Staff‘s position in rejecting ComEd‘s change to 280.50(f), which 

would require a reveal only the place from where a debt was last transferred rather than 

where a debt originated.  Staff Ex. 2.0 at 42:964-43:967, ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 17:158-165.  

GCI agreed with Staff that this would make the history of a consumer debt owed to a 

utility difficult to track and explain, would obscure the history of the debt, and would 

make the debt difficult to dispute.  GCI stated that ComEd‘s change would burden 

consumers, the CSD of the Commission and consumer advocates.  In the case of 

transferred final balances, GCI stated the bill should indicate the location where the 

amount due originated. 
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Section 280.60: Payment (Elimination of Fees Associated with Method of Payment) 

The question before the ICC is whether a utility should be able to charge those 

customers who use a specified method of payment fees that other customers do not incur 

even though all payment options reflect incremental costs.  GCI Ex. 1.0 at 7-8:176-180.  

GCI recommended two additions to Staff‘s Proposed Rule.  First, utilities should be 

directed to recommend to customers who inquire the most expedient method of payment.  

GCI Ex. 5.1 at 23.  Second, utilities should be prevented from charging customers 

additional fees associated with any payment option sponsored on that utility‘s website or 

offered to customers through a utility‘s call center.  Id.   

 

Payment options promoted by utilities ought not to charge a customer for the right 

to use one or more of these options.  May 25, 2011 tr. at 235.  The fees or costs incurred 

by the utility to offer those payment options should not discriminate against those 

customers who choose one type of payment over another.  GCI Ex. 5.0 (Rev.) at 21:471-

473.  For example, GCI witness Barbara Alexander testified that fees associated with 

credit card payments pose particular problems, since often credit cards are used by 

customers who are facing the threat of disconnection of service.  GCI Ex. 5.0 (Rev.) at 

21:475-478.  Utilities should be encouraged to offer many payment options, particularly 

those that might allow a customer to avoid disconnection with a same day payment 

without penalty or additional fees.  GCI Ex. 3.0 at 12:276-278.   

 

Ms. Alexander also pointed out that oftentimes, the vendor fees charged for 

different payment methods accepted by the utility are the product of negotiation between 

the utility and the vendor.  GCI Ex. 3.0 at 12:265-268.  Since the utility has negotiated 

payment terms with the vendor, and approved the use of the vendor‘s services, it would 

be possible for Illinois utilities to follow the example of other states and negotiate 

contracts with vendors such that those services are offered to their customers at no extra 

fee.  GCI Ex. 3.0 at 12:266-269, 27-275.  Any fees or expenses incurred by the utility 

should be included in a future revenue requirement proposal filed at the time of a 

traditional base rate case, rather than shifting that cost of the essential business of paying 

for the utility bill onto customers through transaction fees.  GCI Ex. 3.0 at 12-13:280-

283.   

 

Section 280.80 – Budget Payment Plan   

 GCI recommend that subsection (h) – Reconciliation – of Staff‘s section 280.80 

be modified such that utilities are required to review each budget plan at least twice 

during the term of the plan to ensure that significant shortfalls or credits do not accrue. 

Ms. Marcelin-Reme explained that customers in a budget payment plan do not expect 

their payments to ―fluctuate greatly, if at all‖ (GCI Ex. 2.0 at 11:280-282) and they 

believe that adjustments will be made so no large payments will be due when usage and 

payments are reconciled.  Id. at 11:282-285.  Customers are surprised when the annual 

true-up requires a substantial payment.  Id. at 11:285-287.  She explained that customers 

often will refuse to enter into or cancel a budget payment plan because of significant true-
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up payments and fluctuations.  Ms. Marcelin-Reme added that some customers have 

entered into unfavorable contracts with alternative gas suppliers because they provide the 

price stability that budget payment plans do not.  GCI Ex. 4.0 at 5:108-112.  GCI‘s 

proposal is supported by the record and should be adopted.   

Section 280.90 Estimated Bills 

GCI propose that utilities should routinely issue every bill based on an actual 

meter read and have proposed language from the Missouri Code of Regulations that 

achieves this end, while allowing for appropriate exceptions.  The draft rule proposed by 

Staff would allow a utility to issue an estimated bill as long as the utility has taken an 

actual reading in the last 60 days.  The current regulations provide that ―All utilities shall 

make an actual meter reading at least every second billing period, and no utility may 

consecutively estimate a customer's service usage unless: 1) the procedure used by the 

utility to calculate estimated bills has been approved by the Commission; and 2) the word 

‗estimate‘ appears prominently on the face of the bill, in a manner previously approved 

by the Commission.‖  83 Ill. Admin. Code Section 280.80(a).  According to GCI, neither 

of these approaches provides adequate protections from utility abuse of estimated 

readings and the resulting harm to customers. 

 

GCI disagree that either the current rule or Staff‘s proposed draft rule alleviate 

significant concerns with regard to utilities widespread practice of estimating bills for 

potentially many months on end.  CUB‘s consumer advocacy expert Sandra Marcelin-

Reme testified that consumers are often either not aware that bills are estimated or 

assume that the estimates are in line with their actual usage.  GCI Ex. 2.0 at 12:312-14.  If 

the estimate are not accurate, and instead underestimate usage, customers are then hit 

unexpectedly with a bill based on actual usage when the bill is ―trued up,‖ or corrected 

for months of consecutively estimated bills.  Id. at 12:314-16.  The end result is a bill that 

may be substantially higher than the previous month‘s bill and not reflective of the 

customer‘s actual usage.  This situation accounts for many of CUB‘s complaints about 

abnormally high bills.  Id. at 12:316-17.  CUB avers that the bill may be so high the 

customer cannot afford to pay it, yet full payment by the applicable due date is still 

required.  ―Moreover, despite a regulation that provides the customer the option of a 

deferred payment arrangement, most consumers are never informed of this right.‖  Id. at 

13:322-24. 

 

Ms. Marcelin-Reme initially suggested that to effectively address the issue of 

repeated, consecutive estimated readings and large true-up bills, the Commission should 

require an actual read for each bill or the utility would forfeit the right to collect payment.  

GCI Ex. 2.0 at 13:328-30.  In response to concerns and objections to this suggestion in 

rebuttal testimony, Ms. Marcelin-Reme proposed instead that, if a utility repeatedly fails 

to read a customer‘s meter, the utility could accept payment from the customer in an 

amount that is equal to the amount of the customer‘s last billing in which both the present 

and previous readings were both actual readings.  GCI Ex. 3.0 at 6:126-29.  If such a bill 

does not exist, suggests CUB, the utility could accept 50% of the estimated bill until an 
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actual reading is taken, while flagging the account to avoid adverse actions for non-

payment.  Id. at 6:129-32. 
 

GCI witness Alexander proposed that, to the extent that a utility seeks approval to 

issue a bill based on an estimated usage on a regular basis, such as every other month, the 

Commission should specifically investigate and approve of that policy on a utility-by-

utility basis.  GCI Ex. 5.0 at 23-24:526-29.  GCI argues that utilities should not be able to 

adopt a routine estimated bill practice at their discretion without Commission approval; 

nor should they be allowed to adopt changes to this practice without Commission 

approval.  Id.  GCI proposes that this Commission approval should include an analysis 

and approval of the utility‘s methodology for calculating estimated bills.  This policy is 

reflected in the language proposed by GCI, which is derived from the Missouri Code of 

Regulations, detailed below. 
 

The existing rule on estimated bills provides for an additional exception to actual 

reads: when the utility is unable to obtain an actual meter read due to either being denied 

access or circumstances beyond the control of the utility make an actual reading of the 

meter extremely difficult.  83 Ill. Admin. Code Section 280.80(b)(4).  GCI points to 

specific conditions at the customer‘s premises that would make a reading extremely 

difficult include an inside meter without access, extreme weather conditions, or the 

presence of a dangerous dog, etc.  GCI Ex. 5.0 at 24:537-39.  GCI agree that the rule 

should reflect both situations.  However, the following key provisions should be included 

in the rule:   
 

(1) Utilities who have been given explicit permission to rely on estimated bills 
should be required to offer customers the option of providing actual meter 

reading, either via telephone or postcard;   

(2) Utilities who issue two or more consecutive estimated bills due to 

circumstances beyond the control of the utility should have obligations to 

implement reasonable alternatives to obtain an actual meter reading by 

offering the customer alternatives; 

(3) Utilities should be able to take reasonable steps to require the customer to 

provide access to an inside meter or resolve other customer-caused difficulties 

in reaching the meter, including disconnection of service; 

(4) Utilities should offer customers the option of starting and stopping service 

based on an actual meter reading or relying on an estimated read; and   

(5) Utilities should not be able to disconnect service for nonpayment of an 

estimated bill unless the utility is unable to obtain access after a reasonable 

attempt to do so or the customer has agreed to an estimated read in lieu of an 

actual meter read.   

 

GCI recommend that this Commission follow the policy in effect in Pennsylvania where 

a disconnection notice issued to a residential customer cannot threaten disconnection for:   
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Nonpayment of charges calculated on the basis of estimated 

billings, unless the estimated bill was required because 

utility personnel were unable to gain access to the affected 

premises to obtain an actual meter reading on two 

occasions and have made a reasonable effort to schedule a 

meter reading at a time convenient to the ratepayer or 

occupant, or a subsequent actual reading has been obtained 

as a verification of the estimate prior to the initiation of 

termination procedures.  52 Pa. Code §56.83(9)   

Id. at 23-25:525-566.  GCI propose that this language be included in Section 

280.130(c)(6), relating to Disconnection of Service.  Staff witnesses testified that the 

Pennsylvania statute is a reasonable compromise to the problem of disconnection for 

nonpayment of charges based on consecutively estimated bills and believes it should be 

added at the end of proposed Section 280.90 as follows:  

 

g) Unless the utility‘s attempt to access the meter has been 

prevented, as described under b) above, the utility shall not 

disconnect a customer for non-payment of two or more 

consecutively estimated bills until the utility takes an actual 

reading of the meter to verify the accuracy of the billing. 

Staff Ex. 3.0 at 18:402-09.  GCI could agree to this language if the statement ―prior to the 

initiation of termination proceedings‖ was added to the end of the paragraph in Section 

280.130(c)(6). 

 

 Staff agrees in concept with GCI‘s concerns and that there ―should be 

consequences for repeated failure to even attempt to gain an actual reading of the meter.‖  

Staff Ex. 2.0 at 53:1202-1203.  However, Staff stops short of requiring utilities to 

perform actual meter reads (and issue bills based on actual readings) at the beginning and 

ending of service.  GCI argue that this is problematic because Staff‘s position in this 

regard stands in contrast to the sound policy rationale for reducing or eliminating the 

instances of estimated bills by requiring utilities to actually read meters.  GCI avers that it 

simply does not follow that a customer should be compelled to accept a final bill based 

on two consecutive months of estimates.  Staff witnesses claim that they hope beginning 

and ending estimated readings will eventually become a rarity, but they ―observe that the 

benefit in this case may be outweighed by the cost.‖  Staff Ex. 2.0 at 53:1221-22.  GCI 

believe the cost to customers who are subsidizing other customer‘s usage or who are 

delivered an exorbitant bill that they cannot afford to pay is simply too high and justifies 

the imposition of a stricter policy in this regard. 

 

GCI have particular concerns with beginning and ending meter reads being based 

on estimates, because of the potential for subsidization from one customer to another.  

GCI point out that several utility witnesses agreed that if service at one residence is 

terminated on an estimated read that is lower than the actual meter usage, and new 

service is initiated at that same residence on the same estimated read, the new occupant 
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will pay for the under billed portion of the previous customer.  Likewise, says GCI, if the 

estimate was higher than the actual meter read, then the previous occupant would have 

paid more than their actual usage and the new occupant will pay less than their actual 

usage (when the actual read is taken, it will appear as if the new occupant used less 

units).  GCI proffers that this example would most commonly occur if the estimated 

meter read was based on – say – a hot August day, but the occupant ended service (and 

new occupant began service) on a cool October day, without an actual meter read in 

between.  This illustration demonstrates, according to GCI, the inequities that result with 

estimated meter reads at the beginning and ending of service.  GCI concludes that, 

because customers are often not aware their bills are estimated, or the options available to 

them to avoid paying large true-up bills, this common utility practice of continually 

estimating bills – both at beginning and ending of service and for many months or even 

years in between – creates customer confusion, dissatisfaction, inequities relating to 

subsidization, and potentially contributes to disconnections from essential utility service.  
 

 GCI recommend the Commission adopt the Missouri Code of Regulations on 

billing and payment standards, which adequately resolves the issues and problems 

associated with the widespread use of estimating usage of utility service.  The language 

proposed by GCI is as follows (the reference to the Missouri rule on disconnection in 

section 4 below was changed to comport with the Illinois rule.  This change was 

inadvertently not made in the Joint Prehearing Outline document that included each 

parties proposed language changes to the rule): 

 

(2)  Each billing statement rendered by a utility shall be computed on the actual 

usage during the billing period except as follows: 

(A) A utility may render a bill based on estimated usage— 1. To 

seasonally billed customers, provided an appropriate tariff is on file with 

the commission and an actual reading is obtained before each change in 

the seasonal cycle; 2. When extreme weather conditions, emergencies, 

labor agreements or work stoppages prevent actual meter readings; and 3. 

When the utility is unable to obtain access to the customer‘s premises for 

the purpose of reading the meter or when the customer makes reading the 

meter unnecessarily difficult. If the utility is unable to obtain an actual 

meter reading for these reasons, where practicable it shall undertake 

reasonable alternatives to obtain a customer reading of the meter, such as 

mailing or leaving postpaid, preaddressed postcards upon which the 

customer may note the reading unless the customer requests otherwise; 
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(B) A utility shall not render a bill based on estimated usage for more than 

three (3) consecutive billing periods
1
 or one (1) year, whichever is less, 

except under conditions described in subsection (2)(A) of this rule; 

(C) Under no circumstances shall a utility render a bill based on estimated 

usage— 1. Unless the estimating procedures employed by the utility and 

any substantive changes to those procedures have been approved by the 

commission; 2. As a customer‘s initial or final bill for service unless 

conditions beyond the control of the utility prevent an actual meter 

reading; 

(D) When a utility renders an estimated bill in accordance with these rules, 

it shall— 1. Maintain accurate records of the reasons for the estimate and 

the effort made to secure an actual reading; 2. Clearly and conspicuously 

note on the bill that it is based on estimated usage; and 3. Use customer-

supplied readings, whenever possible, to determine usage; and 

(E) When a utility underestimates a customer‘s usage, the customer shall 

be given the opportunity, if requested, to make payment in installments.
2
 

(3) If a utility is unable to obtain an actual meter reading for three (3) consecutive 

billing
3
 periods, the utility shall advise the customer by first class mail or personal 

delivery that the bills being rendered are estimated, that estimation may not reflect 

the actual usage and that the customer may read and report electric, gas or water 

usage to the utility on a regular basis. The procedure by which this reading and 

reporting may be initiated shall be explained. A utility shall attempt to secure an 

actual meter reading from customers reporting their own usage at least annually
4
, 

except for quarterly-billing utilities in which case it shall be every two (2) years. 

These attempts shall include personal contact with the customer to advise the 

customer of the regular meter reading day. The utility shall offer appointments for 

meter readings on Saturday or prior to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays. The utility‘s 

obligation to make appointments shall begin only after a tariff, for the 

appointments, has been filed with and approved by the commission. 

Discontinuance of the service of a customer who is reading and reporting usage 

                                                             

1
 GCI recommend that the maximum number of estimated bills be limited to two consecutive bills. 

2
 GCI recommends that the proposed Part 280 revisions concerning make up bills be relied upon for this 

issue in Illinois. 
3
 As previously indicated, GCI recommends that the rule contain a trigger of two consecutive estimated 

bills. 
4
 The current Illinois rule in this regard is six months and GCI agrees with the current Illinois practice in 

this regard. 
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on a regular basis because of inability to secure an actual meter reading shall not 

be required. 

(4) If a customer fails to report usage to the utility, the company shall obtain a 

meter reading at least annually.
5
 The utility shall notify the customer that if usage 

is not reported regularly by the customer and if the customer fails, after written 

request, to grant access to the meter, then service may be discontinued pursuant to 

83 Ill. Admin. Code Section 280.130. 

(5) Notwithstanding section (2) of this rule, a utility may bill its customers in 

accordance with equal payment billing programs at the election of the utility 

customer, provided the equal payment billing program has been previously 

approved by the commission. 

(6) A utility may bill its customers on a cyclical basis if the individual customer 

receives each billing on or about the same day of each billing period. If a utility 

changes a meter reading route or schedule which results in a change of nine (9) 

days or more of a billing cycle, notice shall be given to the affected customer at 

least fifteen (15) days prior to the date the customer receives a bill based on the 

new cycle. 

 

Section 280.110 – Refunds and Credits  

 GCI propose three changes to Staff‘s section 280.110 – Refunds and Credits.  The 

first change adds the sentence ―The utility shall use the oldest records to determine the 

amount of the refund‖ to subsection (b)(1) of section 280.110.  Ms. Marcelin-Reme 

testified that in her experience, utilities are able to locate records older than two years old 

when a customer is being back-billed (GCI Ex. 2.0 at 14:372-373), but not when it comes 

to refunds (Id. at 14:373-374).  Ms. Marcelin-Reme recommended that the oldest records 

– whether provided by the utility or by the customer – be used to determine refunds or 

credits.  Id. at 15:378-380.   

 

 GCI‘s second proposed change would a subsection (c)(3) to deal with 

overpayments resulting from payments made on behalf of a customer by a state or federal 

assistance agency.  GCI Ex. 5.1 at 33.  Rather than having such overpayments treated as a 

credit per subsection (c)(1) or allowing customers to receive a refund because of such  

                                                             

5
 The current Illinois rule in this regard is six months and GCI agrees with the current Illinois practice in 

this regard. 
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overpayments, GCI‘s suggested subsection (c)(3) would require that such overpayments 

be treated in th emanner specified by the state or federal agency.   

 

 GCI‘s final proposed change would add the phrase ―due to utility billing error‖ to 

subsection (d) to make clear that interest on refunds and credits applies only when the 

overpayment is a result of utility error. 

 

 Each of GCI‘s proposed changes to section 280.110 are supported by the record 

or otherwise warranted and should be adopted by the Commission.   

Section 280.120 – Deferred Payment Arrangements 

 

 GCI oppose much of Staff‘s rewrite of the current version of the deferred 
payment arrangement (―DPA‖) section in Part 280.  83 Ill. Admin. Code §280.110.  

despite certain commendable features, Staff‘s approach in rewriting the DPA section 

represents a significant step backwards from the current version of the section, is 

inconsistent with section 8-207 of the Act, and falls short of the standard set by DPA 

rules adopted in several other states.  Staff‘s proposed section 280.120 should be rejected, 

in favor of the alternative approaches described by GCI.   

 

 Because the factors that cause customers to be in need of a DPA vary greatly, the 

current section 280.110 requires that utilities take certain individual characteristics into 

account when negotiating a DPA with a customer.  83 Ill. Admin. Code §280.110(b).  

The requirements of the current DPA section mirror those in section 8-207 of the Act.  

Section 8-207 provides that, subject to certain conditions, customers whose gas or electric 

service was disconnected for nonpayment of a bill or a deposit during a prior winter 

heating season shall be eligible for reconnection and a DPA.  Assuming the conditions 

are met, the Act requires that: 

 

The terms and conditions of any deferred payment arrangements established by the 

utility and a former customer shall take into consideration the following factors, 

based upon information available from current utility records or provided by the 

former customer:  

        (1) the amount past due;  

        (2) the former customer's ability to pay;  

        (3) the former customer's payment history;  

        (4) the reasons for the accumulation of the past due  

              amounts; and 

        (5) any other relevant factors relating to the  

                  Former customer's circumstances. 

 

220 ILCS 8-207. 
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Pennsylvania, Maine, Michigan, and Wisconsin have rules similar to the current version 

of the DPA rule in Part 280.  GCI Ex. 1.0 at 22:612-614.  (Copies of Michigan‘s and 

Pennsylvania‘s regulation are included in GCI Ex. 1.3, which was attached to Ms. 

Alexander‘s Direct Testimony.) 

 

 Ms. Alexander explained that utilities standardize DPAs because it allows utilities 

to reduce call durations and to minimize call center costs.  Id. at 23:623-628.  That 

approach is not consistent with PUA section 8-207‘s mandate to consider customers‘ 

circumstances.  Unfortunately, Staff‘s rewrite eliminates consideration of individual 

circumstances such as household income and other factors.  Ms. Alexander testified that 

while Staff‘s proposed DPA rule improves on the current version in that it improves the 

minimum accommodations to be provided to customers facing bill payment difficulties, it 

eliminates utility flexibility and does not require consideration of individual 

circumstances.  Id. at 23:638-641.   

 

 Because utilities provide essential services and because there is a clear legislative 

policy favoring access to these services,  Ms. Alexander recommended the following 

modifications to Staff‘s draft rule:   

 

 Staff‘s draft rule should require utilities to consider the 
individual circumstances included in the current DPA section in 

Part 280.  These circumstances can provide utilities guidance in 

using the discretion Staff‘s draft permits and would ensure that 

individual customer circumstances are considered in determining 

whether to provide access to essential utility services.  Id. at 

24:656-663.   

 

 Because Staff‘s draft rule gives utilities significant 
discretion in this area, Ms. Alexander recommended that utilities 

be required to advise customers that a lower down payment may 

be available if customers disclose the household‘s financial 

position and other factors that may warrant a lower payment.  Id. 

at 24-25:664-672.   

 

 The rule should be modified to make clear that the 

―reinstatement fee‖ permitted by Staff‘s proposal may only 

recover the incremental costs of reinstating the DPA and is not 

imposed as a penalty for reinstatement.  Id. at 25:673-682.   

 

 Staff‘s proposal that customers be required to remedy the 
reason she was disconnected before she is eligible for a DPA or 

reinstatement of a DPA should be deleted because, if exercised to 

the extreme, could be used as a means to deny access to essential 

utility services to a great number of people who might otherwise 
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be able to pay for and maintain such services.  Id. at 25-26:683-

689.   

 

 GCI recommend that the Commission pattern its DPA rule after the rule used in 

Ohio.  Ohio‘s rule requires utilities to attempt to negotiate an individualized DPA with 

customers.  If customers refuse to participate meaningfully in such negotiations, Ms. 

Alexander testified that the more streamlined approach recommended by Staff can be 

used.  Id. at 26-27:694-725.   

 

 GCI also propose that customers have the right to renegotiate a DPA even if in 

default of a current DPA, if the customers can demonstrate changed circumstances and 

have made good faith efforts to remain current under existing DPAs.  Ms. Alexander 

proposed that the Commission adopt a version of Iowa‘s rule, which provides customers 

this right.  Id. at 27:726-749.   

 

 In sum, GCI recommend that the Commission not make major changes to the 

current DPA section.  Several states with large urban areas do not have the mechanized 

approach to DPAs recommended by Staff and supported by the utilities.  The 

Commission, like those other states should retain the basic concept of an individualized 

approach to payment plans.  The PUA requires nothing less than that individual 

circumstances be considered.  

 

Section 280.130 Disconnection of Service 

 GCI recommended several changes to Section 280.130 regarding disconnection of 

service.  GCI maintained that their changes would preserve the current customer contact 

rules prior to disconnection of service and would help to ensure a fair opportunity is 

given to consumers to avoid disconnection.  GCI noted their concerns about the ease with 

which disconnection can be accomplished are not ameliorated by the potentially lengthy 

restoration of service rules included in Staff‘s proposal.   

280.130(b)(4)  

GCI argued that failure to provide access to utility facilities after four attempts to 

the utility to gain access as described in 280.140 is not an acceptable reason to disconnect 

service.  Section 280.140 below contains an in-depth discussion of this issue. 

 280.130(j)(1) 

 GCI maintained that before a customer may be disconnected, a utility should be 

required to make at least two warning calls over two days during day and evening hours.  

GCI rebutted Ameren‘s contention that increased cell phone usage among the general 

population negates the need for two phone calls.  GCI also responded to Ameren‘s 

concern that two phone calls will be too costly by pointing out that if the second phone 
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call reaches a customer who makes payment and avoids disconnection, Ameren will save 

money by avoiding the need for two ―truck rolls,‖ one to disconnect service and one to 

inevitably reconnected it at a later date.  GCI also noted that IAWC presented no 

evidence to support its claim that customers will abuse the rule by waiting to make 

payment, knowing that they have a second phone call coming. GCI expressed concern 

that consumers will not be adequately protected by a rule that requires a single, 

potentially automated phone call, which may be made within 24 hours of disconnection. 

280.130(k) 

 GCI supported continuing the current requirement of contact in the form of a 

premises visit at the time of service disconnection.  GCI noted that several other states 

require premises visits prior to disconnection, with some even requiring acceptance of 

checks and credit cards at customers‘ premises to provide one last chance to avoid 

disconnection.  GCI Ex. 1.0 at 31:837-32:851.  In response to utility statements, GCI 

noted that there is nothing in this record that documents that utility employees will be 

harmed by the continuation of this current requirement.  Id. at 31:723-727.  GCI argued 

that given the potentially serious consequences of shutting off a household‘s utility 

service, the Commission should take care to protect consumers and require a reasonable 

amount of notice and a fair opportunity for consumers to avoid disconnection. 

Ms. Alexander pointed out some of the potential future implications of this rule if 

advanced meters with remote disconnection abilities are implemented.  Id. at 31:831-836.  

However, GCI noted that there is currently no proposal for full implementation of 

advanced metering before the Commission, and urged the Commission not to resolve the 

implications of a future and unknown possibility at this time.  GCI Ex. 3.0 at 17:390-398. 

 If the premises visit requirement is eliminated, GCI contended the remaining 

contact requirements should be designed to achieve actual contact and notice to the 

customer that an essential utility service is about to be lost.  GCI Ex. 1.0 at 29:784-786.   

280.130(1), 280.130(m)(2), 280.130(m)(3) and 280.130(m)(4) [ Or 280.130(l) 

for some parties] 

GCI argued that utilities should not be permitted to disconnect service outside of 

normal business hours, that is, in the evening hours and during weekends and holidays.  

Staff‘s proposed rule allows such disconnections as long as the utility is available to take 

the customer‘s payment and reconnect the customer the same day if the customer 

remedies the reason for the disconnection.  GCI Ex. 1.0 at 29:791-794, 32:892-896.  Ms. 

Alexander testified that there is often no opportunity for a customer to remedy their 

account on a weekend, evening or holiday when financial institutions are not open.  Id. at 

29: 791-804.  Additionally, GCI stated, utilities should only disconnect customers during 
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those days and hours in which the Commission is open for business and the customer can 

file a complaint or dispute to avoid disconnection or obtain reconnection of service.  Id. 

at 32:896-900.   

Section 280.140 Disconnection for Lack of Access 

 As part of its draft rule, Staff proposes a new Section 280.140 that purports to 

authorize disconnection of an entire building as a remedy for a utility‘s inability to 

disconnect the meter of a single non-paying customer.  Staff Ex. 1.0 at 19:431-438.  The 

current rule provides authority to disconnect entire buildings for safety-related 

inspections or for an inability to access a meter to read it.  Id.  Building disconnections 

for debt collection purposes are of a different nature, and they represent an unfair 

expansion of utility disconnections of its paying customers.   

 

 The City of Chicago and GCI oppose this rule and recommend its deletion.  City 

Ex. 1.0 at 12:245; App. A (GCI Ex. 5.1), Sec. 280.140.  Those utilities addressing the 

section opposed deletion of the rule.  See (PGL-NS) VG-1.0 at 10:214; ComEd Ex. 3.0 at 

34:742-35:776; IAWC Ex. FLR-2.0 at 11:230-247; MEC Ex. 2.0 at 39:874-877. 

 

 In its evaluation of the proposed section, Staff focuses on the limits on what 

utilities can do to gain access.  But those circumstances are attributable mainly to system 

design decisions (inside meters no access agreements) regarding which their customers 

had no input.  Staff Ex. 1.0 at 19:433-20:438; (PGL-NS) VG-Ex. 1.0 at 11:232.   

 

Staff failed to give adequate consideration to the impacts on affected customers of 

having their essential utility services held hostage in a contract dispute between the utility 

and a non-paying customer.  Staff‘s testimony did not discuss the potential dangers, 

practical difficulties and other effects on customers that the proposed rule could produce.  

Paying-customer bystanders are either enlisted (involuntarily) in the utility‘s collection 

efforts or they are denied the service they contracted for (and are paying for) because of 

another customer‘s non-performance of its separate contract with the utility.  City Ex. 3.0 

at 2-3.   

 

 Aside from its basic unfairness, the City had three main concerns about 

disconnections under the proposed section: (1) the safety and health dangers for City 

residents affected by a building disconnection; (2) the demand on City resources from 

such building disconnections; and (3) possible adverse legal consequences for building 

owners whose properties are affected by a loss essential utility services.  City Ex. 1.0 at 

3-4:53-62.   

 

 The first problem, which is by far the most important, is that the proposal would 

create dangerous and hazardous situations for Chicago residents.  City Ex. 1.0 at 3:53.  

―People who do not have access to utility services will sometimes go to great lengths to 

acquire the comforts that utility services provide.  These measures often create dangerous 

and hazardous situations for the persons who undertake them.‖  Id. at 5:92 (describing the 
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tragic example of a family that lost six children in a fire caused by a candle substituting 

for utility service).  Even PGL‘s Mr. Robinson acknowledges that ―lack of utility service 

in the City of Chicago can be hazardous, even life-threatening.‖  PGL-NS Ex. 2.0 at 

41:911-912, 42:935.  If such circumstances become more common, such tragedies are 

more likely.   

 

 The second problem is that, when invoked, Section 280.140 will cause a serious 

demand on City resources.  When a utility deprives the tenants of a multi-unit building of 

utility service in a collection effort, the City must stand ready to step in when necessary 

to protect the health and safety of affected tenants.  The City‘s efforts may include 

building inspections, well-being checks, and emergency responses by various City 

departments.  City Ex. 1.0 at 9:181-10:194.  In addition, if an inspection reveals a 

dangerous or hazardous condition (e.g., lack of heat or hot water), additional departments 

become involved (e.g., Law Department prosecution to effect restoration of essential 

services), and the ripple effects can disturb property interests and credit arrangements.  

Id. at 10:196-11:208.   

 

 Finally, the proposal will likely generate increased litigation between tenants and 

building owners.  Because the City‘s Residential Landlord and Tenant Ordinance requires 

landlords to provide essential services, additional disruptions can flow from the utility‘s 

disconnection of utility service, including termination of leases by operation of law or 

suits for damages.  Id. at 11:217-225.   

 

 Beyond the flawed notion of disconnecting entire buildings of paying customers 

to get at one non-payer, there are serious practical defects in Section 280.140's 

implementation of that notion.  The consequences of such utility collection efforts are not 

experienced by the utility; the economic and life consequences of its actions will on 

others.  See June 7, 2011 Tr. at 614-615.   

 

 Inconvenience Compensation Bill Credit.  The Staff‘s draft rule provides the same 

monthly charge credit whether a building‘s customers have their service interrupted for a 

few hours or for a period of days.  City Ex. 2 at 5:85-90; June 7, 2011 Tr. at 618. The 

credit is meager and at least one utility has no policy that would defray any of the 

expenses of temporary relocation if required by weather or medical/health needs of 

seniors, the infirm, small children, or infants.  June 7, 2011 Tr. at 613-615.   

 

More serious is the fact that the proposed section 280.140 does not limit in any 

way the period a utility can deny service to an entire building in pursuit of one customer‘s 

bill payment.  And PGL at least appears unwilling to commit to a maximum period for 

this collection activity.  June 7, 2011 Tr. at 606-608 (―we would wait until we got 

access‖).  

 

 Customer Access to Meters.  The proposed rule contains no requirement that a 

utility verify that affected paying customers actually have the ability to provide access to 

the meter the utility wishes to disconnect, as a precondition to punishing building tenants 
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for not providing access to a meter that may not in a space accessible to the affected 

paying customers.  City Ex. 1.0 at 4:72-79.  PGL concedes that whether customers can 

provide access (the rule‘s supposed objective) is a question that should be considered 

before such a building disconnection.  June 7, 2011 Tr. at 603-605, 609 (―I struggle to 

even think of a situation where we would disconnect if they don't have access‖).  As 

written, however, the proposed rule assumes in every instance (a) that the paying 

customers in a building can (but refuse to) provide access to the non-paying customer‘s 

meter and (b) that every customer in a building should be compelled (under the threat of a 

loss of essential utility service) to participate in the utility‘s bill collection efforts.  No 

testimony has provided a basis for the Commission to accept these assumptions as policy.   

 

 In defense of the provision, ComEd explains that ―generally . . . in most of these 

situations, all the meters for the building are located in the same interior room.‖ ComEd 

Ex. 3.0 at 34:758.  Yet, despite the presence of facilities the utility installed on the 

property of another, ComEd argues that it ―has no legal or contractual basis that would 

obligate the building owner or landlord to give ComEd the access it needs . . . .‖  Id. at 

34:760.  Either ComEd has a legal basis for its presence (and a right to access its 

facilities) or it has put its facilities at risk through an imprudent occupancy arrangement 

that needs correction.  Instead, ComEd blames tenants who have limited leasehold rights 

within a property owned by another, who must take the utility facilities arrangements as 

they find them, and who have no say in the owner‘s building design/management, 

including the arrangement between the building owner and the utility respecting the 

location of utility facilities.  IAWC also asks that the Commission retain this section.  

IAWC describes problematic situations resulting from subdivision, renovation, or 

retrofits of properties to accommodate new or additional tenants, but ultimately IAWC 

would shift responsibility just like ComEd.  MEC 2.0 at 11:233-240.   

 

It is obvious that, notwithstanding any inconvenient configurations, utilities have 

installed meters in locations that it now complains it cannot access or in locations for 

which it did not assure access.  They also argue that tenant-customers should now be 

responsible for correcting any utility oversight and for providing access -- or face 

disconnection, even if their bills are paid.  This ultimatum to paying customers is not an 

acceptable, balanced approach to a problem created by the utilities (and one non-paying 

customer).  MEC Ex. 2.0 at 39:784.  GCI recommend that the Commission eliminate this 

proposed new provision with its expansion of the building disconnection concept.   

 

If the Commission nonetheless accepts the proposal, the rule is such a drastic 

measure that it should be modified to mitigate its unfair, potentially dangerous impacts.  

At the least, the following preconditions to application of the rule for a building 

disconnection should added to the Staff safeguards.  

 

 Verification of Tenants‘ Ability to Provide Access.  The proposed Section 

280.140 should at the least be restricted to situations where the utility has verified that 

paying tenant-customers in a building have the ability to provide the access that would 
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save them from disconnection.  This is minimal assurance that the drastic collection 

action at issue actually has some chance of being effective.   

 

 Clarification of Reconnection Requirement.  Because the proposed rule does not 

limit the period a building‘s tenants may be left without service, the rule should be 

modified to make it clear that the utility‘s paying customers must be reconnected as soon 

as access is provided, even if it is not ―on the same day as the disconnection.‖  The 

necessary change to subsection (f) is shown below. 

 

f)  Reconnection: If access is provided, the utility shall not 

disconnect a building under the rule unless it has resources in place 

and is be prepared to reconnect service on the same day as the 

disconnection or the day access is provided for any customers of a 

multi-meter premises who were otherwise not eligible for non-

payment disconnection.    

 

The other change shown is an express requirement not to disconnect in the first instance 

without adequate personnel available to meet the same day reconnection requirement for 

paying tenant-customers tenants in the building.  There should be no objection to adding 

language for such an express requirement of adequate reconnection resources before 

disconnection.  PGL, perhaps the main proponent of this provision, could not conceive 

that a building disconnection would ever happen without having such resources in place.  

June 7, 2011 Tr. at 620, 623.  

 

 The utilities have failed to produce any evidence that other collection means – 

less costly to the City, the public and paying customers – are ineffective or unavailable.  

For example, Part 280 addresses only non-judicial remedies, not those used regularly by 

non-utility parties.  Such narrow, specific, and legally acceptable methods of dealing with 

debt collection or meter safety situations are the approach the City takes -- even when 

dealing with serious situations where building residents are without heat.  Those 

remedies, including lawsuits seeking monetary or injunctive relief (viz. access to the 

meter) against the debtor, are equally available to utilities.  Id.  Individual tenants‘ rights 

must be respected, even when that requires governments or utilities to follow a more 

indirect course.  City Ex. 3.0 at 5.   

 

―In making a choice between continued provision of essential 

services to paying utility customers in a building and collecting the 

bill of [a] single customer in the building, the Commission should 

reject a proposed rule that gives unquestioned priority to bill 

collection.‖   

 

City Ex. 2.0 at 3:54. 
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Section 280.160 Medical Certificate  

  GCI points out that the Commission Staff  recognize that the current Part 

280 provision that addresses certification of medical contingencies for customers seeking 

to retain utility service temporarily when a medical condition is properly certified,  

―contains a number of flaws.‖  Staff Ex. 1.0 at 21:458-473.  Staff rightly notes, GCI 

argues, that a requirement by a utility that the certification identify the medical condition 

(or fall among a list of identified medical conditions, as at least one utility proposes6) is 

no longer viable or practical given current patient privacy laws.  Id.  Other flaws in the 

current rule necessitate modification.  They include: 

 

 A lack of any discussion as to when a customer account that 
previously received certification may use a medical certificate 

again; 

 

 A requirement that a customer establish and keep current with 

a payment plan during the first 30 days of certification in order 

to have the certificate renewed, which is antithetical to the need 

for an extension and the reality of the medical condition 

affecting the ability to keep an account current; and 
 

 The lack of definition as to what a payment plan should look 

like. 

 

Id.  GCI believe that Staff‘s proposed rule goes a long way toward improving the current 

rule, and, as provided in its modified rebuttal rule, adopts a reasonable 60-day medical 

certification period, thereby avoiding the need for another appointment with medical 

professionals for a customer with an ongoing medical emergency to renew the current 

rule‘s 30-day certification.  GCI proposes two additional and essential modifications to 

the proposed Staff rule, however.   

 

First, while written documentation by a medical professional should be a 

condition to a customer obtaining a 60-day medical certification, Staff‘s draft rule 

requires that initial oral declarations also come from medical professionals.  GCI believe 

this requirement will lead to unnecessary and potentially life-threatening disconnections.  

As noted by GCI witness Alexander, customers should be permitted to orally declare a 

medical emergency for a short time in order to permit the customer to obtain the 

necessary documentation.  The practical realities of medical emergencies are such that in 

most cases, customers cannot immediately obtain written medical certifications to avoid 

disconnection of service or other adverse consequences with respect to their utility 

payment obligations.  By the time the customer is aware of their rights and is instructed 

as to how to proceed by the utility, several days are likely to have passed before an 

                                                             

6
 See Mt. Carmel Ex. 1.0 at 12-13:248-252. 
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appointment can be obtained and a proper medical certification issued by the appropriate 

medical professional.  Again, GCI do not question the need for a certification by a 

medical professional.  However, several states allow a customer to inform the utility 

orally of the existence of a medical emergency, which operates as a temporary halt (two 

to three days) to impending disconnection or other adverse action while the customer 

obtains the necessary medical forms.7  GCI Ex. 1.0 at 35-36:947-981.  As highlighted in 

GCI Ex. 5.1, the GCI-modified rule provides for a 3-day window between a customer‘s 

oral certification of a medical emergency and the delivery of a written medical 

certification.  GCI Ex. 5.1 at 52.  Under GCI‘s proposal, a utility may proceed with 

pending collection activity if the customer‘s oral declaration is not confirmed in writing 

by the authorized medical professional or local board of health at the end of the three 

business days.  Id.  This reasonable approach to ensuring the continuation of essential 

utility service for customers facing serious medical challenges, GCI points out, protects 

both the utility‘s bottom line by requiring the needed medical professional certification 

within a short amount of time (three days) and the customer who often needs the time to 

reach their doctor or health professional to obtain the requisite confirmation. 

 

 A second problem with Staff‘s proposed Medical Certification section is that it 

creates an inflexible payment schedule in scenarios that often require flexibility.  

Specifically, Staff‘s recommendation that medical certificate customers adhere to a 12-

month payment plan ignores the possibility that the condition triggering the need for the 

certification also triggers a significant loss of income resulting from the medical 

emergency.  GCI Ex. 1.0 at 34-35: 929-942.  

 

While GCI agree a customer must agree to a payment plan during the initial 

period governed by a medical certification, Staff‘s automatic establishment of an equally 

divided 12-month payment plan that is, in effect, a budget payment plan may not be 

appropriate for some customers.  A customer may need one or more months in which 

there is no payment on the arrears balance, but rather a payment of only the monthly bill, 

                                                             

7
 See, e.g., Section 11(B) of the Maine regulation, which states: 

 If the customer or member of the customer‘s household notifies the utility that the customer or an 

occupant of the customer‘s residence has a serious medical condition and that certification of the medical 

condition will be obtained, the utility may not disconnect service for at least three business days.  The 

effective period of a pending disconnection notice can be extended to accommodate this three-day period if 

the utility notified the customer of the extension at the time the utility was notified of the medical 

condition. [Chapter 810, Maine Public Utility Commission].  GCI Ex. 5.0 at 36.   

A similar provision is reflected in the Pennsylvania regulation that addresses medical certifications: 

If, prior to termination of service, the utility employee is informed that an occupant is 

seriously ill or is affected with a medical condition which will be aggravated by a cessation of 

service and that a medical certification will be procured, termination may not occur for at 

least 3 days.  Service may be terminated if no certification is produced within that 3-day 

period.  52 Pa. Code §56.112.  

 GCI Ex. 5.0 at 36. 
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particularly when the customer‘s household is facing a significant loss of income due to 

the medical emergency.  Instead, Ms. Alexander recommends, similar to the language 

applicable to a regular DPA, that the utility first be obligated to attempt to negotiate an 

individual payment plan and only implement the automatic (12-month) DPA if the 

customer fails to respond or refuses to negotiate any payment plan. GCI Ex. 1.0 at 34-

35:929-942.   

  

In GCI Ex. 5.1, Ms. Alexander provided specific language that, if adopted, would 

enable a customer to attempt to negotiate a payment plan that fits their medical and 

financial needs.  The proposed language in Part 280.160 reads as follows: 

 

 gh) Medical Payment Arrangement (MPA): 

Upon contact by a customer whose account is delinquent or who desires to avoid 

a delinquency and who has received a medical certificate, the utility company 

shall inform the customer that it will offer a medical payment arrangement 

appropriate for both the customer and the utility company. The utility company 

may require the customer to demonstrate an inability to pay or other household 

circumstances that should be taken into account to negotiate the terms of the 

MPA. If the customer proposes payment terms, the utility company may exercise 

discretion in the acceptance of the payment terms based upon the account balance, 

the length of time that the balance has been outstanding, the customer‘s recent 

payment history, the reasons why payment has not been made, and any other 

relevant factors concerning the circumstances of the customer, including health, 

age, and family circumstances.  

 

GCI Ex. 5.1 at 53.  The GCI-proposed language further provides that ―If a customer is 

unwilling to discuss the customer‘s household circumstances or ability to pay, the utility 

may require the payment terms (1/12
th

 of the amount owed over 12 months) proposed by 

Staff.‖  Id.  This proposed modification reflects the best of compromises offered by the 

parties, and should be adopted by the Commission. 

 

  Some utility representatives took issue with Staff‘s proposed rule, along with Ms. 

Alexander‘s proposed modifications.  Nicor Gas witness Sharon Grove, for example, 

proposed that Staff‘s renewal provision, which provides that customers who received a 

prior medical certificate shall be eligible for new certification any time after either: (1) 

the total account balance has been brought current; or (2) 12 months from the beginning 

date of the prior certification has passed, should be modified to require customers to 

satisfy both criteria.  Nicor Gas Ex. 2.0 at 5:95-104.  Here, without any proof or statistics 

reflecting customer wrongdoing, the Company complains that the modification will 

―ensure that a customer is current on his bill before receiving a second medical 

certificate, and limit the opportunities for unscrupulous customers to game the process to 

avoid paying their bills.‖  Id.  Ameren adopted a similar posture.  Ameren Ex. 4.0 at 15-

16:313-335.  This proposal should be rejected.   
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 Utility accusations of customer fraud on this point remain unproven and 

unquantified, GCI argues.  See, e.g. May 25, 2011 tr. at 445.  Moreover, as GCI witness 

Alexander noted, medical emergencies often trigger significant losses of income due to 

the medical emergency.  Requiring that all outstanding debts be resolved and the elapse 

of 12 months before a customer can even apply for another certification minimizes the 

profound effect illness has on a customer‘s ability to stay current on utility debts and 

other bills.  Moreover, it stands to reason that if a customer has paid all outstanding 

amounts, and provides the necessary written documentation, then that customer has 

proven worthy of the special payment arrangements and time extensions that medical 

certification provisions provide.  The utilities‘ hollow, unproven suggestion of customer 

fraud should be rejected by the Commission.  

 

 With respect to Ms. Alexander‘s call for some effort to permit DPAs, rather than 

strict 1/12 payments, Peoples Gas/North Shore Gas witness James Robinson argued that 

―the purpose of the rules is to specify uniform standards to be applied to customers‖, that 

―(t)ailoring individual MPAs simply is not realistic‖ and that individualized treatment 

could result in claims of discrimination and preference.  PGL/NS JR-2.0 at 45-46.  But 

such criticisms ring hollow according to GCI.  The very existence of DPAs, contrary to 

Mr. Robinson‘s suggestion, reflect the reality that there will always be customers who 

face significant financial challenges, sometimes brought on by medical emergencies, who 

require some flexibility in payment arrangement in order to retain essential utility service.  

The requirement that utilities attempt to negotiate DPAs is a mainstay of customer rights 

under both the current rule (Part 280.110) and the rule that will be adopted in this docket, 

which recognizes that a utility has an obligation to attempt to negotiate a payment plan 

that takes individual circumstances into account.   

 

GCI witness Alexander‘s proposal to incorporate that right into the Medical 

Certification portion of the Part 280 rules simply acknowledges the fact that medical 

emergencies can wreak havoc on a customer‘s finances.  Rather than ―discriminate,‖ a 

negotiated DPA provides a needed, temporary accommodation that likewise benefits the 

utility, assuming it keeps the customer on a path toward repaying an outstanding debt.  

Under the GCI proposed modification, the 1/12
th

 payment requirements defined in the 

Staff proposes Part 280.160 would take precedence only if such negotiation is not 

successful or the customer refuses to provide the necessary information.   

 

GCI urges the Commission to adopt Staff‘s proposed Part 280.160 with the 

modifications proposed by Ms. Alexander, as reflected in GCI Ex. 5.1, pages 51-54. 
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Section 280.170 – Timely Reconnection of Service  

The current Part 280 has no requirement that reconnection of utility services be 

timely, unlike telephone carrier requirements contained in the Public Utilities Act.8  Staff 

stated in its Direct Testimony that they ―believe that reasonable time standards for the 

reconnection of essential utility services are in the public interest.‖  ICC Ex. 1.0 at 

22:493-495.  Yet, in their proposed Timely Reconnection of Service section, Staff offers 

reconnection timelines that reflect the exception to utility reconnection practice, rather 

than numbers that incite prompt reconnection, according to GCI.   

 

The argue that Staff‘s proposal for a four calendar day requirement for electric, 

water and sewer service reconnections, and seven calendar days for natural gas are 

unnecessarily long, inconsistent with requirements in other states, and would threaten 

customers with foregoing power, water or natural gas for days at a time.  Staff‘s proposed 

rule also includes a wide-ranging exception for ―unforeseen circumstances‖ that GCI 

argues could be abused by utilities.  Although Staff states in its testimony that they 

crafted the language for this section to ―allow for a utility to miss the standard in 

circumstances beyond its control,‖ GCI notes that the wording in the proposed regulation 

-- ―temporary unanticipated overload of its ability to provide for the timely 

reconnection‖-- is much too broad and could be read to include circumstances that are in 

fact within their control, such as adding workers during peak hours or seasonal periods.  

GCI Ex. 2.0 at 20:513-519.   

  

Staff‘s proposed language, while well-meaning in its attempt to define specific 

timelines, is deficient precisely because it is GCI‘s understanding that most utilities 

complete service orders and restoration of service within much shorter time frames, and 

that the time frames reflected in Staff‘s proposal were intended to accommodate 

situations in which shorter time frames could not be assured due to operational and 

external factors.  GCI Ex. 1.0 at 39:1039-1060.  These lengthy time periods for service 

activation and reconnection of service are unnecessary, and potentially dangerous to 

customers and applicants who may be without essential heat, power and water.  Staff‘s 

proposal, in practice, would allow two business days to process an application and then 

an additional four calendar days for a routine ―service activation‖ for electric service and 

up to seven days for gas utilities.  These time frames are much too long, particularly 

when a premise visit may not be required, in GCI‘s view.   

 

Furthermore, the Staff reconnection proposals are not typical of rules in other 

states in which a maximum period of two days or 48 hours is typically allowed for 

reconnection of service, GCI observes.  While there may be situations in which shorter 

time periods cannot be met, those should be the exception, not the literal rule.  GCI 

                                                             

8
 See, e.g. Section 13-712(d)(2) of the act which requires local exchange carriers to ―restore basic local 

exchange service for a customer within 30 hours of receiving notice that a customer is out of service.‖  220 

ILCS 5/13-712(d)(2). 
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witness Alexander recommends that the rule require utilities to generally provide service 

within 48 hours of a completed application and that longer time periods be documented 

by the utility as necessary based on exigent circumstances.  In addition, she recommends 

that utilities must reconnect service within 48 hours after the customer has remedied the 

cause of the disconnection of service and offer the customer the option (at an additional 

fee that is included in the utility‘s tariffs and approved by the Commission) for same day 

restoration of service.  GCI witness Alexander‘s proposal to delete Staff‘s proposal to 

include a wide-ranging exception for ―unforeseen circumstances‖ should also be adopted. 

GCI Ex. 1.0 at 39-40:1036-1060. 

 

The utilities argue against Ms. Alexander‘s recommendation to shorten the Staff-

proposed timeframe.  ComEd, for example, argues that the Staff-recommended number 

of four days for reconnection for electric utilities be changed to three business days.   

ComEd witness Charles Walls argues Staff‘s proposal would ―pose potentially significant 

problems when this period spans long weekends that include added holidays.‖  ComEd 

Ex. 1.0 at 6: 120-128, 12: 254-256.  He argues that this period should be changed to three 

business days ―to accommodate a reasonable utility work schedule, while at the same 

time providing an even shorter activation period requirement for those customers whose 

applications are approved early in the calendar week.‖  Id. at 6:120-128.  The problem 

with this proposal, GCI points out, is that customers who happen to call on a Wednesday, 

Thursday or Friday, may be in for a very long wait for reconnection to essential services.  

Moreover, should a holiday fall on a Monday (as they often do), customers could face 

waits of seven days in the effort to accommodate utility requests for ―reasonable work 

schedules.‖  Ironically, while wanting to accommodate workers on weekends in the area 

of reconnections, the Company opposes AARP‘s proposal to prohibit weekend 

disconnections, GCI observes.  May 25, 2011 tr. at 435-437. 

 

GCI rejected PGL/NS witness Robinson‘s complaint that reconnection timelines 

shorter than 7 days for gas utilities would be difficult to meet because of the demand for 

seasonal reconnections during the late fall and early winter.  PGL/NS JR-2.0 at 9-10.  

Utilities, they argue,  have an obligation to maintain an adequate number of employees or 

contract workers to meet customer demand for service.  Nothing precludes these 

companies from hiring additional workers, contract or otherwise, to meet the seasonal 

demand for reconnection.  Certainly, no party has suggested that the expense associated 

with these additional hires, if needed, would not be recoverable in a future rate case, GCI 

notes.  Simply put, utilities have an obligation to provide essential service – the quid pro 

quo for enjoying monopoly status.  Claims that demands for reconnection at various 

times of the year prevent reasonable reconnection timelines are meritless, and should be 

rejected by the Commission, GCI argues. 

  

Regulations from other states support GCI‘s call for a two-day reconnection 

period.  GCI witness Alexander testified that she is not aware of any other state 

regulation that would allow such a lengthy period prior to reconnection of service.  She 

noted that Pennsylvania regulations require electric and natural gas utilities to reconnect 

service no later than the end of the first full working day after receiving payment or 
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satisfying other criteria to allow reconnection.9  Moreover, Ohio utilities must reconnect 

electric service and natural gas service no later than the following regular utility company 

working day.10  GCI Ex. 5.0 (Rev.) at 36:829-838. 

 

In addition, new regulations adopted recently in Nevada require gas and electric 

utilities to reconnect service for customers not served through advanced digital meters 

―on the same day that the payment is received by the utility, if the payment is received by 

the utility on or before 10 a.m.‖  Nev. Admin. Code § 704.383 2(a)(1).  For digital 

meters, the reconnection must occur ―within 24 hours after the time when the payment is 

received by the utility, if the payment is received by the utility after 10 a.m.‖  Id. In New 

Hampshire, utilities are required to ―endeavor to reconnect service during regular 

business hours on the day of the request.‖  N.H. Code Admin. PUC 1203.13. 

 

A survey of neighboring states reveals required reconnection timelines that are 

stricter (more consumer-friendly) than the GCI proposal. In Iowa, if a utility customer 

makes payment or other arrangements during normal business hours or by 7 p.m. for 

utilities offering arrangements after normal hours, ―all reasonable efforts shall be made to 

reconnect the customer that day.‖  Iowa Admin. Code r., 199-20.4(15)(d)(7).  The 

identical timeline is required of Iowa gas utilities.  199 Iowa Admin. Code 199-

19.4(15)(d)(6).  In Indiana, electric, gas and water services must be reconnected within 

one working day.  See Indiana Administrative Code is 170 IAC 4-1-16(g).  In Michigan, 

gas and electric utilities engaging in manual restorations of service ―shall make every 

effort to restore service on the day the customer requests restoration.‖
11

 Department of 

Labor and Economic Growth, Public Service Commission, ―Consumer Standards and 

Billing Practices for Electric and Gas Residential Service, R460.144 ―Restoration of 

Service. 

 

In sum, Staff‘s proposed reconnection requirements, according to GCI, would put 

Illinois outside of the norm as compared to other states when it comes to ensuring prompt 

reconnection policies.  Moreover, the evidence suggests that the new rule would provide 

an incentive for electric, water and gas utilities to slow down the reconnection process as 

compared to current practice.  For all of these reasons, GCI urges adoption of their 

proposal to shorten the reconnection time from to two days for all utilities, along with the 

elimination of the Staff-proposed escape clause that would permit reconnection times that 

are even longer than the excessive four- and seven-day timelines. 

 

                                                             

9
 52 Pa. Code § 56.191. 

10
 Ohio Admin. Code 4901:1-18-07. 

11 

http://www.state.mi.us/orr/emi/admincode.asp?AdminCode=Single&Admin_Num=46000101&Dpt=&Rng

High=48702110)    

http://www.state.mi.us/orr/emi/admincode.asp?AdminCode=Single&Admin_Num=46000101&Dpt=&RngHigh=48702110
http://www.state.mi.us/orr/emi/admincode.asp?AdminCode=Single&Admin_Num=46000101&Dpt=&RngHigh=48702110
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Section 280.210 Payment Avoidance by Location (PAL) 

 GCI notes that Staff significantly altered in its Surrebuttal testimony its original 

attempt to address utility arguments that they should be permitted to decline service to a 

new applicant if a former customer, who is still liable for payment of a past due bill for 

utility service, resides at the same premises for which a new applicant is seeking service. 

GCI Init. Br. at 89-93.  Staff‘s latest proposal would create an unlawful and unneeded 

deposit hurdle for new applicants of utility service that reside at a location where former 

customers with utility debut also reside, GCI observes.  Staff‘s Surrebuttal proposal 

creates a standard of proof that requires only that utilities demonstrate co-habitation of 

the former customer and the new applicant during both the accrual of the former 

customer‘s debt and the new application for service.  ICC Ex. 3.0 at 21-22:491-494.  

Under Staff‘s revised rule, when a utility can show that the so-called PAL is occurring, it 

can require the applicant to provide a deposit equal to 1/3 of the estimated annual charges 

for the premises, paid in full prior to service.  Staff Ex. 3.0 at 59-60.   

 

Nearly every utility supports the version of Part 280.210 proposed by Staff in its 

Surrebuttal testimony.  NS/PGL Init. Br. at 53; ComEd Init. Br. at 30; Nicor Init. Brief at 

82; Ameren Init. Br. at 31-32; and IAWC Init. Br. at 57-58.
12

  Only Ameren‘s Brief, 

however, offered any discussion of the evidence, GCI observes.  In its Brief, Ameren 

argues that ―payment avoidance is a significant problem for Ameren Illinois.‖  Ameren 

Init. Br. at 31.  The Company argued that it ―wrote off‖ as uncollectible almost $6.5 

million from accounts that immediately sought reconnection within a four-day window.   

The Company asserts that it will be more likely to receive payment from delinquent 

customers if it can deny service ―in cases where the previous customer currently remains 

a member of the applicant‘s household.‖  Id. at 32.   

 

This argument, however, according to GCI, is not a sound basis for denying 

service to applicants who are not the individuals with whom the Company had a previous 

customer/service provider  relationship.  As GCI witness Barbara Alexander pointed out, 

there is no violation of any civil or criminal statute for an individual to seek credit in their 

own name without regard to the payment history of another adult individual.  GCI Ex. 5.0 

at 37: 890-900.  The implication by the utilities who support the creation of a ―Payment 

Avoidance by Location‖ or ―household‖ rule is that the new applicants are committing 

fraud.  But GCI points out that Illinois law provides that fraud is a matter that attaches to 

the two contracting parties, and has allowed contracts to be voided, and breaches 

forgiven, when the contracts are made under fraudulent circumstances.  See Johnson v. 

Wilson, 33 Ill. App. 639, 640 (1st Dist. 1889); Connick v. Suzuki Motor Co., 174 Ill. 2d 

482, 492, 675 N.E.2d 584, 589 (Ill. 1996) (Under Illinois law, elements of common-law 

fraud are (1) false statement of material fact, (2) defendant's knowledge that statement 

                                                             

12 Mt. Carmel was silent on the proposal.     
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was false, (3) defendant's intent that statement induce plaintiff to act, (4) plaintiff's 

reliance upon truth of statement, and (5) plaintiff's damages resulting from reliance on 

statement.)   

As discussed in GCI‘s Initial Brief, a utility would be hard pressed to prove that a 

new applicant has caused them damage – a necessary element of proof of fraud.  Again, 

simply because the applicant resides with the delinquent customer is not proof of this last 

evidentiary prong.  The utility‘s agreement to provide service to the delinquent customer 

attaches to the individual, not the residence.   

 

GCI observes that utilities have the ability to make use of the lawful debt 

collection procedures available to all other creditors in Illinois. Moreover, unlike other 

creditors, gas and electric utilities have the ability to collect abnormal uncollectible 

expense through uncollectible riders, pursuant to uncollectibles riders pursuant to 

sections 19-145 and 16-11.8 of the Public Utilities Act.
13

    Staff‘s proposal, backed by 

the utilities, seeks to change the existing lawful policies relating to the availability of 

credit to individuals in their own name by proposing to hold an individual responsible for 

payment of another‘s debt prior to granting utility service.  Such an expansive change or 

degradation of customer protections should be rejected, according to GCI.  They argue 

that Staff‘s modified Part 280.210, which would create substantial deposit hurdles for 

applicants based on an unproven allegation of fraud.  Should the Commission see fit to 

modify its current Part 280 rules related to the alleged PAL issue, it should adopt the 

proposed modification to Part 280 provided in Staff‘s Direct testimony. 

 

 GCI also takes issue with IAWC‘s proposal to create a new subsection (f) to 

Subsection 280.210(d) of Staff‗s Proposed Rule that would ―add as an additional 

protection for a utility with proof of occurrence of PAL the discretion to require the 

landlord or property manager to take service in his own name.‖  IAWC Brief at 57-58. 

The notification would make the landlord or property manager aware of any PAL relating 

to his property.   

 

 GCI responds that such a proposal is clearly unlawful.  GCI is not aware of any 

tariff or any provision in the Public Utilities Act that would permit a utility to force an 

individual to take responsibility for new utility service at a particular location.  Nor 

would Illinois law permit the utility to require a building landlord or property manager to 

assume responsibility of another person‘s debt.   As noted above and in GCI‘s Initial 

Brief, the contractual relationship exists between the utility and the debtor, not a potential 

                                                             

13 Section 19-145and Section 16-111.8  provide that gas and electric utilities shall be permitted, at their 

election, to recover through an automatic adjustment clause tariff the incremental difference between their 

actual uncollectible amount as set forth in Account 904 in the utility's most recent annual Form 21 ILCC 

and the uncollectible amount included in the utility's rates for the period reported in such annual Form 21 

ILCC (gas utilities) and the incremental difference between their actual uncollectible amount as set forth in 

Account 904 in the utility's most recent annual FERC Form 1 and the uncollectible amount included in the 

utility's rates for the period reported in such annual FERC Form 1(electric utilities).   
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new customer who happens to reside with the debtor.  Utilities have the ability to make 

use of the lawful debt collection procedures available to all other creditors in Illinois.  

They should not be permitted to subvert Illinois debt collection procedures by creating a 

rule that punishes individuals who have no history of payment default with the utility nor 

impose unlawful obligations on landlords and building managers. 

 

 Staff‘s Surrebuttal proposal, as well as IAWC‘s proposed amendments, should be 

rejected.     

 

 In its Direct Testimony and Proposed Rule, Staff proposed the establishment of ―a 

very narrow exception‖ allowing a utility to deny service to an applicant, or requiring a 

significant deposit, for certain applicants who reside at the same location where a 

disconnection occurred within the same 24-hour period and a request for service is made 

from the same location by a different individual, and the utility demonstrates that the 

debtor still resides at the location.  Staff witnesses Agnew and Howard argued, ―When 

invoking this provision, we intend that the utility should ensure the provision is not used 

to shift the responsibility for payment from the customer of record to an applicant 

because a bill for service at the location has not been paid.‖  Staff Ex. 1.0 at 26:596-599.  

The proposal required a utility to gather and present evidence to both the applicant and to 

ICC Consumer Services Division Staff when the utility invokes the protections afforded 

to it under the new PAL section.  

  

Specifically, under the initial proposed rule, a utility may deny service in PAL 

situations where all the following conditions were met:  

A) New application for service is received the same day as disconnection;  

B) The applicant resided in the same premises with the previous customer of 

record for the entire time during which the arrearage accrued for disconnection;  

C) The previous customer still resides at the premises;  

D) The amount outstanding for service at the premises is 75% or more of the 

estimated annual charges for the premises; and 

E) The premises has previously experienced PAL within the past five years.  

Staff Ex. 1.0, Attachment A at 55-56. 

 In addition, the proposed rule provides that the utility may require a deposit prior 

to providing service, if all of the following conditions are met:  

A) New application for service is received:  

 1) Within 24 hours of disconnection; or  

 2) Within 24 hours of collection activity; or  
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3) Within nine months after a disconnection and within 24 hours after the 

utility is contacted by the previous customer to inquire about restoration; 

and  

B) The applicant resided in the same premises with the previous customer for the 

last 90 days during which the arrearage accrued for disconnection; and  

C) The previous customer still resides in the premises; and  

D) The amount outstanding for service at the premises is 50% or more of the 

estimated annual charges for the premises; and  

E) The premises have previously experienced PAL within the past 10 years. 

Id. at 56.  The draft PAL Section also includes specific notification and dispute 

procedures as well as reporting requirements so that the results of the new Section can be 

monitored.   

 

The utilities balked at Staff‘s proposed rule.  Nicor, for example, called the rule 

too complex and restrictive, and argued that it permits a free bite at the PAL apple.  Nicor 

Ex. 3.0 at 53:1230-1234.  ComEd proposed that this section be deleted and a provision 

added to the text of what is now Section 280.30(e) that would create a ―household rule‖ 

in connection with evaluating an application for service.  See, e.g. ComEd Ex. 3.0 at 39-

40:871-891.  Under this proposal, utilities would be permitted to decline service to a new 

applicant if a former customer, who is still liable for payment of a past due bill for utility 

service provided at the same premises for which the applicant is seeking service, 

continues to occupy that premises.  What ComEd and other utilities would actually do, 

the Company explained, is, for those new applications at premises that are either 

disconnected for non-payment or under threat of disconnection for non-payment for a 

substantial amount (typically with a threshold of greater than $250 or $500), conduct 

further investigation to determine whether the former customer is still at the premises.   

ComEd Ex. 3.0 at 39-40:871-891.  It is unclear what that further investigation would 

amount to, or how it would be conducted. 

  

In their surrebuttal testimony, Staff retreated from the particular conditions listed 

in its original proposed Part 280.210, and instead proposed a new standard of proof that 

requires only that utilities demonstrate co-habitation of the former customer and the new 

applicant during both the accrual of the former customer‘s debt and the new application 

for service.  ICC Ex. 3.0 at 21-22:491-494.  Under Staff‘s revised rule, when a utility can 

show that the so-called PAL is occurring, it can require the applicant to provide a deposit 

equal to 1/3 of the estimated annual charges for the premises, paid in full prior to service.  

Staff Ex. 3.0 at 59-60.  ComEd witness Walls endorsed this shift in Staff‘s position.  May 

25, 2011 tr. at 383. 

  

Staff‘s revised position, however, is inconsistent with fundamental Illinois 

contract law.  The credit agreement at issue is with the original debtor – not the applicant.  

While GCI did not object to Staff‘s original proposal, which was narrowly crafted and 
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intended to apply only to situations of payment avoidance that have been well 

documented by the utility, Staff‘s revised position imposes significant deposit hurdles on 

applicants who, in fact, owe no outstanding amounts to the utility.  Staff‘s surrebuttal 

position yields to the utility arguments that advocate implementation of the ―household 

rule‖ that the utilities originally proposed in Docket 05-0237 in April 2005.14   That 

position is rooted in the utilities‘ persistent allegation that seeking service at a location 

where service was previously provided to an individual who owes an outstanding debt, 

whether related or not, is fraudulent.  It is not.  There is no violation of any civil or 

criminal statute for an individual to seek credit in their own name without regard to the 

payment history of another adult individual.  GCI Ex. 5.0 (Rev.) at 37: 890-900.  Fraud is 

a defense to breach of a contract, and ―in its general sense, ‗fraud‘ means anything 

calculated to deceive, including all acts, omissions and concealment involving a breach of 

legal or equitable duty, trust or confidence resulting in damage to another.‖  Majewski v. 

Gallina, 17 Ill. 2d 92, 99, 160 N.E.2d 783, 788 (Ill. 1959).   

  

The law of contracts has narrowed this definition a bit, and has allowed contracts 

to be voided, and breaches forgiven, when the contracts are made under fraudulent 

circumstances.  Johnson v. Wilson, 33 Ill. App. 639, 640 (1st Dist. 1889).  Under Illinois 

law, elements of common-law fraud are (1) false statement of material fact, (2) 

defendant's knowledge that statement was false, (3) defendant's intent that statement 

induced plaintiff to act, (4) plaintiff's reliance upon truth of statement, and (5) plaintiff's 

damages resulting from reliance on statement.  Connick v. Suzuki Motor Co., 174 Ill. 2d 

482, 492, 675, N.E.2d 584, 589 (Ill. 1996).   

 

Under these elements, the utilities, in order to legitimately allege fraud, must 

demonstrate: 1) ―an intentional action that is made for the purpose of changing the 

perceived circumstances from reality‖ (id.); 2) that it detrimentally relied on this action; 

3) that the applicant knew of the delinquent customer and either intentionally omitted 

mentioning the delinquent third-party resident or lied about the third-party resident‘s 

identity; 4) the applicant omitted or misrepresented this information intending that it 

would cause the utility company to approve the party-customer‘s application; and 5) that 

it granted the application, when it would not have if it had been given truthful facts, and 

that some measure of damage occurred as a result.  This last showing, that the utility has 

incurred some measure of damage, is the hardest and most abstract to prove because the 

non-delinquent applicant cannot be held liable for the delinquent customer‘s breach 

unless the non-delinquent customer is somehow a party to the breach.  Simply because 

the applicant resides with the delinquent customer is not proof of this last evidentiary 

prong.  Moreover, the utility‘s agreement to provide service to the delinquent customer 

attaches to the individual, not the residence.   

 

                                                             

14
 The Commission dismissed the utility-initiated request for certain waivers to Part 280 and incorporated 

those proposals into this generic Part 280 rulemaking proceeding on December 20, 2006. 
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Utilities have the ability to make use of the lawful debt collection procedures 

available to all other creditors in Illinois.  Moreover, unlike other creditors, gas and 

electric utilities have the ability to collect abnormal uncollectible expense through 

uncollectible riders, pursuant to uncollectibles riders authorized by the General Assembly 

in 2009.  Staff‘s proposal, backed by the utilities, seeks to change the existing lawful 

policies relating to the availability of credit to individuals in their own name by proposing 

to hold an individual responsible for payment of another‘s debt prior to granting utility 

service.  Such an expansive change or degradation of customer protections should not be 

adopted in this proceeding.  Staff‘s modified Part 280.210, which would create 

substantial deposit hurdles for applicants based on an unproven allegation of fraud, as 

presented in its surrebuttal testimony, should be rejected. 

Section 280.220 Utility Complaint Procedures 

GCI recommended that Staff‘s Proposed Rule be amended to require 

documentation of all customer interactions with a utility through adoption of a customer 

communication number system.  GCI Ex. 2.0 at 20:530-532.  GCI witness Ms. Marcelin-

Reme testified that one common complaint received at CUB was that the utility would 

have no prior record of customer communications or service requests.  GCI Ex. 2.0 at 

21:536-539.  For example, a customer who called to request transfer of service from 

location to another would be told that the utility had no record of a request to terminate 

service at the old location.  Id.  Such a change could be easily accomplished by the 

addition of one field to the existing utility record keeping system.  June 9, 2011 tr. at 879-

880.   

ICC Staff agreed, noting that this amendment would ensure more efficient and 

consistent process for everyone involved,‖ Staff Ex. 2.0 at 91-92:2094-2097.  For 

example, this would address problems of documenting interactions with customers who 

do not yet have a utility account number, , and avoid escalation of complaints to formal 

hearings and provide data for utilities seeking to identify common trends.  Staff Ex. 3.0 at 

22:505-506, 509-512, 23:515-517.  

Section 280.260 Customer Information Packet 

 GCI have proposed modifications to Section 280.260 that require the disclosure of 

additional information in the customer information packet distributed to customers.  GCI 

Ex. 5.1 at 70; May 25, 2011 Tr. at 303.  MEC proposed modifications that move in the 

opposite direction – requiring only brief descriptions of customers‘ rights, rather than full 

explanations.  Pre-Hearing Outline at 156.  ComEd and Nicor expressed a preference for 

the less inclusive language of Staff‘s draft proposal.    

 Specifically, GCI have proposed additional content for the customer information 

packet to provide detailed information that applicants or customers are unlikely to learn 

in telephone contacts with customer service representatives (CSRs) operating under time 

pressures.  See May 25, 2011 Tr. at 297.  As GCI‘s expert Ms. Alexander explained, the 

added notices GCI propose are common sense additions to utilities‘ customer information 
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packets.  Moreover, since these information packets would be provided to all new 

customers (Staff Ex. 3.0, late Filed Att. A at 280.260), GCI‘s proposed change will not 

impose significant costs or consume scarce space on customer bills.  GCI Ex. Rev. 5.0 at 

15:315-327.   

But notice that ―disclos[es] to utility customers what their rights as utility 

customers are about deposits, late payment fees, and other criteria‖ are undeniably 

important.  May 25, 2011 Tr. at 305 (emphasis added).  

 The first major area of information is customer deposit requirements, ―including 

all applicable criteria for new and current customers, the rights of low income customers 

to a lesser deposit or exemption from a deposit and how to qualify for these 

accommodations.‖  GCI Ex. 5.1 at 70. Customers ignorant of new rights will not know to 

exercise them or even to ask CSRs about them.  Utility CSRs who are unaware of an 

applicant or customer‘s financial situation will not engage in what the utility may see as a 

wasteful exercise to provide unnecessary detail.  June 9, 2011 Tr. at 950. Similarly, any 

applicant or customers is would struggle to get an extended discussion of the details of 

deposit requirements, deposit criteria, or available alternatives in a time-constrained 

discussion with a utility customer service representative.  An exchange with Nicor 

witness Lukowicz illustrated how low income applicants could be left uninformed about 

critical rights and information in a ―Catch-22" situation created by the absence of a plain 

mandate for GCI‘s proposed disclosure.  Id. at 956-964.  

 The new provisions for low income customers comprise the second major area 

addressed by GCI addition to this provision.  GCI Ex. 5.1 at 70.  The customer 

information packet should inform customers of the ―rights associated with low income 

status and how to qualify for such treatment.‖  The GCI modification does not require the 

utility to take on the role of community action agency (May 25, 2011 Tr. at 305), but it 

does require that the utility advise customers how to qualify for the status certification 

that the utility will use in dealing with its customers.  Id.; also see Staff. Ex. 3.0, Late 

Filed Att. A at 5 (280.20 ―Low income customer‖).   

Also of special importance are applicants‘ and customer‘s dispute resolution 

rights and Consumer Services Division processes.  The proposed disclosure requirements 

can assure that customers receive this information, in more detail than is provided 

through brief call center contacts.  See May 25, 2011 Tr. at 297.  

Because customers should not have to rely on utility discretion or internal utility 

policies to learn of their rights under this Part, GCI‘s modifications should be adopted.  

 Finally, GCI proposes modifications to the draft rule that would compel utilities 

to provide information on the special disconnection rules for customers with certain 

medical problems or customers facing disconnection of energy utility service in adverse 

weather conditions.  GCI Ex. 5.1 at 70.  Such customers can face imminent disconnection 

at the moment they contact the utility for relief.  The health and safety concerns that 

prompted the Illinois legislature to enact special protection for such customers would be 

frustrated if affected citizens are not fully informed of those rights.  See, e.g., 220 ILCS 
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5/8-205, 5/8-202. GCI‘s proposed disclosure would help assure that customers do not 

first hear of critical rights and means of relief in stressful moments of imminent 

disconnection.   

Section 280.270 – Annual Reporting to the Commission 

 GCI witness Alexander noted that in several parts of its draft rule, Staff proposed 

that utilities track certain information and make that information available to Staff upon 

request (e.g., 280.40(k), 280.210, and 280.180(h)).  GCI Ex. 1.0 at 11:270-279.  

However, Ms. Alexander noted that Staff did not include a provision in its draft rule for 

the collection and reporting of data that would allow the Commission, Staff, and 

interested parties to examine whether the changes to Part 280 have had their intended 

effect or not causing unintended consequences.  Id. at 12:283-288.   

 Ms. Alexander recommended that the revised Part 280 include a section that 

mandates that utilities collect certain information regarding the performance of the new 

rules, explaining why the data are important.  

 Data collection and reporting is an important part of the Commission‘s 
oversight obligations, particularly with respect to the utility processes that 

govern access to essential utility services.  Id. at 12:293-297.  The data 

provide a basis for determining the effectiveness of changes to the 

Commission‘s most important consumer protection and customer service 

policies and a basis for determining whether additional changes are 

warranted at some future time.  Id. at 13:312-324.   

 Collected data provide a basis to determine whether the rules are being 
implemented consistently by the various utilities in Illinois.  If information 

is collected on an ad hoc basis (instead of under clear rules) -- likely in 

different formats and with different meanings -- the Commission, Staff, and 

interested parties will not be able to compare the performance of the various 

utilities under the new Part 280.  Id. at 12-13:297-303.  Utility testimony 

discovery responses showed that the State‘s utilities do not collect and 

maintain data regarding credit and collection practices in a clear, transparent 

manner that allows for easy comparison among utilities.  Id. at 13-14:326-

328.  

 Even in the limited places where Staff‘s draft rule requires utilities to 

collect data, the information would only be available to Staff, and then only 

upon request.  The data respecting utility interactions with customers should 

be reported to the Commission and made accessible to Staff and interested 

parties, including customers.  Id. at 13:303-306.   

 

 The National Association of Regulatory Commissioners (NARUC) has weighed 

in on these issues, concluding that it,  

recognizes the importance of gathering comparable 

aggregate residential billing and arrearage data.  This data 
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aggregation is critical in order to quantify the extent of 

customer indebtedness to utilities and to determine the 

financial impact of customer indebtedness on utilities.  This 

type of data also provides critical assistance in the 

formulation of state and national policies to assure 

affordable electric and natural gas service for residential 

customers.  Such data also provides support for those 

programs necessary to the health, safety and welfare of 

American households.  A lack of wide ranging billing and 

arrearage data has made it more difficult for many 

consumer groups, legislative offices and commissions to 

measure the magnitude of the problem of nonpayment as it 

affects consumers.  To facilitate gathering the necessary 

data, NARUC passed a Resolution at the Winter Meeting 

on 2/15/06.  Titled A Resolution Supporting the Gathering 

of Data for Electric and Natural Gas Distribution 

Companies by Individual State Utility Commissions 

(Appendix A), it urged each individual State to gather 

relevant utility billing and arrearage data from all electric 

and gas utilities within its state commission jurisdiction.  

The resolution recommended a collections survey as the 

tool to gather the data.  This report includes the data results 

from the completed surveys as well as a comparison of the 

data with data from previous surveys.  The report 

summarizes the justification for continuing this project and 

addresses those arguments against continuation. The 

conclusion of the Subcommittee is that the data collection 

project merits continuation because the data generated is 

critical to support state and federal low income assistance 

programs, such as LIHEAP, and to evaluate the impact 

affordability of essential electric and natural gas service has 

on customers.   

Id. at 14-15:346-383, quoting, Report by the NARUC Consumer Affairs Subcommittee 

on Collections Data 382 Gathering by States (July 2007).   

Ms. Alexander recommended that Part 280 be revised to require that by February 

15
th

 of each year, Illinois‘ gas and electric utilities report the following information to the 

Commission.   

1. The average number of accounts receiving service (to obtain the annual 

average, sum the month-end totals and divide by 12);  

2. The number of new customer accounts established;  

3.  The average length of time between a successful application for service 

and the activation of the customer‘s account;  
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4.  The number of accounts in which the customer‘s account was activated or 

established beyond 48 hours and the average length of time beyond 48 

hours for those accounts;  

5.  The average customer bill per billing period and per year (divide the total 

residential revenues receivable by the number of bills issued);  

6. The average number of accounts with overdue amounts per billing period 

(an overdue amount is the amount billed to the customer that was not paid 

by the due date of the bill or by a date otherwise agreed upon);  

7. The average dollar amount of overdue amounts per billing period;  

8. For those accounts with overdue amounts per billing period, the length of 

time over which the overdue amount accrued expressed as 31-60 days, 61-

90 days, and over 90 days;  

9. The number of disconnection notices issued per month;  

10. The number of disconnections for any reason other than at the request of 

the customer or the abandonment of the premises per month;  

11.  The number of residential reconnections following disconnection without 

consent per month (requests for service by new customers are excluded);  

12. The length of time expressed in 24-hour increments from the time that the 

customer remedied the reason for the disconnection until the customer was 

reconnected;  

13. The number of residential reconnections following disconnection without 

consent per month where the service was placed in another person‘s name;  

14. The number of residential accounts that were disconnected without 

consent that year that were not reconnected prior to the start of the winter 

period (this number should not include accounts that were placed in 

another person‘s name);  

15. The number of DPAs negotiated by type of DPA offered to its customers 

(e.g., regular, low income, medical, budget, special relating to winter 

rules);  

16. With regard to each type of DPAs for residential customers, the following 

information:  

  a) The number of DPAs that were completed;  

  b) The number of DPAs that were renegotiated;  

  c) The average down payment for a DPA; and  
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  d) The average length of the DPAs entered into expressed in 

 months.  

17. The number of deposits requested and received and their average dollar 

amount;  

18. The number of applications for service that were denied and the reasons 

therefore;  

19. The number of residential applications for service in which the utility 

demanded a deposit or payment arrangement for a prior unpaid debt as 

part of its application for service (after the request for service, but within 

60 days);  

20. The number of medical certifications submitted to the utility and the 

number denied, if any, and the reasons therefore;  

21. The number of customer payments reported by each of the methods 

allowed or authorized by the utility to accept customer bill payments;  

22. The gross revenue received;  

23. The actual write off amounts and method used to ascertain those figures 

(and any other figures that reflect uncollectible amounts);  

24.  The amount recovered from previously written off amounts and method 

used to ascertain those figures;  

25. The number of cases and dollar amount of unpaid debt pursued through 

the court system or other means, the costs of collection by each method; 

and  

26. The total number of customer disputes handled categorized by the 

following minimum categories:  

  a) Request for deposit;  

  b) DPA terms and conditions;  

  c) Terms required to avoid disconnection of service;  

  d) Terms required to obtain reconnection of service;  

  e) Estimated bills;  

  f) Amount of bill; usage; calculation of bill;  

  g) Line extensions;   

  h) Medical Certifications; and 
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  i) Other.   

 

Id. at 18-20:458-557.    

 The data reported by the utilities should conform to uniform definitions and 

formats so that the data can be compared across Illinois utilities and combined for 

statewide results.  Id. at 17:435-437.  Ms. Alexander also proposed that the information 

be made available to the public (id. at 18:444-449) and that the rule include a provision 

allowing Staff to request additional information from utilities if customer complaints or 

other credible information suggests that additional data reporting is necessary.  Id. at 20-

21:563-569.   

 The utilities almost uniformly opposed GCI‘s recommended data collection and 

reporting proposal, with some complaining about additional costs.  See, e.g., AIU Ex. 3.0 

at 24:519-524; Peoples Gas-North Shore Ex. JR-2.0 at 55:1225-1229.  Provide the 

utilities‘ responses to discovery that sought (1) the 26 items included in GCI‘s 

recommended section 280.270 that they currently can collect and (2) estimates costs 

associated with collecting this information.  GCI Ex. 5.0 (Rev.) at 40:939-941.  Ms. 

Alexander‘s table is reproduced below.   

Utility Can Be 

Provided Now 

or with Some 

Programming 

Cost 

Information 

Ameren Illinois 

Utilities 

26 of 26 $17,000 (270 IT 

hours) 

 

Peoples Gas 20 of 26 Refused to 

respond 

MidAmerican 18 of 26 Refused to 

respond 

 

ComEd 16 of 26 Refused to 

provide, but most 

reports were 

deemed ―low 

difficulty.‖ 

Nicor Gas 24 of 26 

available or 

Refused to 

respond 
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―partially 
available‖ 

 

Id. at 41:943-944.  Ms. Alexander concluded from their responses that ―there is no 

significant barrier to the development of a reasonable list of key data that will not result 

in significant additional costs‖ to the utilities.  Id. at 40-41:941-943.   

 

WHEREFORE, GCI respectfully request the ALJ conform the Proposed Order to the 

positions articulated by GCI as set forth above and in GCI‘s Initial and Reply Briefs. 
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